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Opinion of the Board of Governors of the Joint Research Centre
on the Evaluation of the Centre and its 1gg2-1994

Multiannual Research Programme

Introduction

Each of the Council Decisions g2/273lEEC and 92/274/Euratom of 29th April
1992* establishing the 1992-1994 Multiannual Research Programme for the JRC,
stipulates in Article 5 that:

" 1. Research carried out by the JRC will be evaluated by a group of independent
external experts set up by the Commission after consulting the Board of
Governors. An evaluation report on the subject shall be established at the
end of the programme.

2. The evaluation report referred to in paragraph 1, accompanied by the
opinion of the Board of G6vernors, shall be forwarded by the Commission to
the European Parliament, the Council and the Economic and Social
Committee."

At the same time, the Supplementary Pr5gramme for the Exploitation of the High
Flux Reactor, has also been taken into account with a similar evaluation
procedure being applied.

Following recommendations made by the Evaluation Panel under the
chairmanship of Sir Hermann Bondi, which evaluated the JRC's 1988-1991
programme, the Board of Governors, in consultation with the Director General of
the JRC and in agreement with thg Commissioner responsible for science, research
and development, decided to set up a number of Visiting Groups of independent
senior scientists and science managers to examine the JRC on an instltute-by-
institute basis. The repons arising from these surveys, together with a general
analysis by Sir Hermann Bondi which draws together the conclusions of all these
reports, are found annexed to this Opinion. These documents compnse the body
of evidence of the present state of the JRC and its lnstitutes as seen by outside
observers and, as well as fulfilling its statutory purpose, is an important base for
management purposes and a sigrrificant input to strategic planning of f uture JRC
scientific and technical activitres. Equally important are judgements on research
quality and eff iciency in JRC lnstitutes and suggestions on scientif ic and
organ isational matters.

The Board wishes to express its thanks to the many eminent scientists and
managers who freely gave so much time to the visits and preparation of the
Reports, especially the Chairmen of tire Visiting Groups. A special vote of thanks
is also due to 5ir Hermann Bondi for his critical analysis and summing-up.

Jr I
#qe A

* Official Journal of the European Communiries N" L 141 of 23 May 1992
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Opinion

The Board of Governors has examined the Reports and shares Sir Hermann's
impressions of continuous improvement of the JRC since its reorganisation in
1988, particularly with respect to the opening urp of the JRC to the outside world
and to its internal functioning. lt is also satisfierd with the success of the Visiting
Groups, both in their evaluations of Institutes and as a means of providing
Directors with helpful and informed advice on s;cientific and operational matters.
However, for future groups, a greater emphasi:; in their evaluations on the value
of results of research and their impact would be desirable.

The Board notes the expressed need for tiglhter project definition and for
improved recruitment procedures which has been the aim of the Board, who shall
strive for improvement in these fields. Hlowever, the Board has noted
considerable progress in the first field and less in the second field in recent years.
The Board believe there is a high awareness of the problem at JRC management
level and the Board shall continue to support thre efforts in this direction.

The Board recognises and upholdsthe efforts byr 169 Director General and his staff
to respond to recommendations made in previous evaluation reports and is happy
to see that these efforts are bearing fruit. Renewed efforts will be undertaken by
the Board to adapt the organisation to its new and more competitive place in the
scientific community and the Board counts on the universal acceptance in and the
support of the Commission along that line.

ln this respect, it is clear that, there are certain limitations imposed by the
Commission's financial and staff regulations which preclude the implementation
of some of the recommendations, which are common practice in a free market.
The Board recognises these restraints but will continue to encourage and
recommend simplification and greater flexibility wherever possible and notes
with satisfaction that most of the simpler recommendations are already being put
into effect and that serious efforts are being arpplied to the more difficult JRC-
wide problems that have been raised. Experience will show if this is sufficient to
keep the JRC competitive and the Board will closely monitor the progress.

After seeing the resutts of this first experiment, the Board is ready to continue the
Visiting Group system for future evaluation and management advice and to press
for maximurn implementation of forthcoming arJvice.

l*;:**,:;
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Analysis of the Reports of the Visiting Groups to the Joint Research
Centrb's I n stitute s (J R C M u lti a n nual Rese a rch Prog ra m m e I gg2 - I gg4)

1.

Executive Summary

The-strongest impressiott one.receives from studying the Panel Report of
1991,.the nine Visiting Groups' reports of 1993-t99aEnd my report bf lune
1994 (together with-my letter io the chairman of the incts Board of
Governors) is on the.continuous positive development and evolution of the
external links of the JRC. Under the energetic leadership of the Director
G.eneral,.advice has been accepted and act-ed lrpon with impressive speed.
This has been' of great benefit to many individual scientists,'to the JiC, tothe Commission - and to the geniral European industrial-acadernic
atmosphere.

It is most gratifying that the institution of Visiting Grouos has been so
successful. In each case, the JRC has established valuable nbw connections,
received constructive advice and made knowledgeable friends. lt is also
remarkable how similar the Visiting Group repbrts are to each other.
Scientific standards have received -nearly 'univ'ersal praise, institutional
support to the Commission is judged to b-e good and improving, but with
further development still attainabi-e. The stirfrulus of havidq to qEin work in
a S,ompetitive manner is.regarded as-very positive, butthe ieceisary change
of attitudes and indeed culture is, for 

-sdme 
Insiitutes, quite coniiderable

and needs sustained determination. The speedy growths in external Linki
through students,. visiting . scientists, nitworki-ng, etc. is universally
applauded and further growth is recommended.

Inter.na.l management of the Institutes is widely praised, but more progress is
needed in some places through introducinq tiqhter proiect definition and
control. ln. particular, a signi-ficant strengthening of the management of
tasks involving more than ohe lnstitute is seen as ai urgent need.

Almost every Visiting Group is deepiy worried about staff recruitment
procedures, and several would like to see some improvement in internal
staff management, entirely in line with my views as expressed in 1991 and
Torq recently. I cannot say too strongly that one cannot be optimistic about
the future_ quality of the JRC, especially after the retirement bulge of the
late.nineties, unless there is a major ievolution in recruitment -methods,
yielding a substantial speeding-up ind a much greater involvement of local
experts. As I have said_previously, a posteriori judgment of choices made can
meet requirements of excellence and of Member States' wishes far more
effectively than the present cumbersome and wasteful procedures.

Finally, I must express my concern about pressures for a reduction in nuclear-
relevant research. I fully appreciate the political strength of anti-nuclear
views in several Member States. lt must be realised that there are three
powerful reasons for at least maintaining nuclear research:

(i) even without a single new nuclear power station, Europe will have to
deal with nuclear waste for a long time to come;(ii) concern about the safety of powlr stations in Eastern Europe will not
9o away;.(iii) worries about nuclear weapon proliferation are qrowinq all the time
and Europe should continue to be able to play its-part irithe required
scientific detective work.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Report

lntroduction

1. ln 1991 | chaired a panel set up by the Board of Governors of the Joint
Research Centre to evaluate the Centre and the work performed during the
1988-1991 Multiannual Research Programme under the requirements of the
Council Decisions taken in. 1988 and establishing that Programme. In the
ensuing report, issued on 17th January 1992, the Fanel proposed a'change in
the mechanism to be used for evaluating the JRC in order that the rather
diverse activities of the various Institutds, could be properly examined in
somewhat greater detail by groups of independent, acknowledged experts
working in- the relevant ii6lds,'and to fbrge closer links wiih leabing
European scientific organisations active in related domains.

Accordingly, during 1993 and 1994, nine expert Visiting Groups have
evaluated the eight JRC lnstitutes, an ex'tra Group examining the reactor
HFR, and have drawn up reports of their findings for the Board of
Governors.

During the first half of 1994, the present ar.rthor met the Board of Governors
and visited each of the lnstitutes and JRC Ineadquarters in Brussels to advise
on the development of a strategy. This was in response to the Council
Decision to open the JRC to competitive participation in Shared Cost Actions
and to competition with external research organisations in providing
scientific services to other Directorates General of the Commission.

The present report sets out.to present an overall snapshot qf the JRC
through the eyes of Visiting Groups and revealed in their reports, with
comments based on the author's pastand ;rresent perception of the JRC.

The scope and terms of reference of the Grou.ps is found in Annex I of this
report which includes the requirements laid down in Council Decisions and
the Resolution on the JRC 1992-1994 Nlultiannual Research Proqramme
regarding the evaluation of the work carried out. At the same timejGroups
were required to review progress in the implementation of
recommendations of the above -mentioned Evaluation Panel, to iudqe the
scientific quality, appropriateness, efficiency and impact of institutes'
activities and to examine an Institute's straltegy for the future.

General Points

3. Tlre period since 1991 has been one of opening out, to the general benefit
of the value of the JRC to the scientific'ilnd i-ndusirial com-munities. The
Visiting Groups have given the Institutes nruch better links with the outside
world, the growth in numbers of postgraduateS; postdoctorates and more
senior visitors has been substantial and bf rlreat value in many ways, and the
increase in external contracts is not only a necessity, but of great-benefit to
the scientific vitality of the Centre. All this is entirely in line with.the
recommendations of the 1991 Panel and rnost gratifying. This approbation
ieems to be shared by all Visiting Groups, no[ onlf fo-r the adirintages it
brings to the JRC but also for the v-aluable tlraining it provides. Nevertheless,
it is felt that the success of the action warrants the active pursuit of all means
of opening the JRC. Networking witl"r peer organisations is strongly
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encouraggd FV a-ll-Groups,.although the rather limited mobility of staff,
both within the JRC bnd with the oulside world requires serious attention. li
h"s been suggested that promotion above a certain level should be
!-ependent on service for a number of years in more than one country.
Moreover, my own experience has been ttiat in many cases, staff at about 4'5
or 50 years of age become more mobile as their children reach university age
or become independent. lt could also be considered unreasohable to pay a
foreign.service allowance to staff remaining in one country for longer'thin
ten to fifteen years.

Particularly.noted is the near absence of a modern career developme4t
strategy with an attendant training plan applicible to all staff.

Another positive sign.of the JRC having become a rnore open and valuable
Commission tool,.is the way in which-activities in support of Cominission
sectgrrial policies have grown in recent years. In part, this trend can be
ascribed to a responle to the sugggstion in the Panel Report to endeavour to
develop_ "educated" corresponilents in the customer seivices. The provision,
in the Fourth Framework Programme.of targeted money to user services
which can be bid for on a -c-ompetitive basis-by the Centie should'help to
alleviate the present insufficient fundinq in-that area in view of 'the
magnitude of well founded requests and allow the JRC to show its mettle.

The administrative shortcomings, inherited from the overall Commission
system, are pointed out bf -ev.eryone, 

especialty those concerning
recruitmen!., opaque accountancy, lack of valuation bf capital investment
and ot Intellectual property.

Recruitment of staff is found to be slow due to the tortuous and inefficient
system imposed on the Commission's scientific services as a whole. The Joint
Research Centre is a showcase for the Commission and the maintenance of
an irreproachable level of intellectual capacity and competence in its
scientific staff is vital. Effective recruitment becorires an even more pressing
P9i!t on taking into account the retirement bulge that will occur in the latt
1 990s.

Financial transparency and the demonstration of accountability have
become essential pre-requisites of any publicly financed organisalion in
recent years and Visiting Groups do not seem to be entirely convinced on
that score. ln the case of the JRC, the matter is compiex. Financial
management must simultaneously meet the formal requirements of the
Commission's budgetary system and permit efficient operation of a research
organisation. Although improved as compared to some years ago, further
efforts in that direction could not fail to bring rewards through greater
perceived openness of the Centre in handlin-g its affairs and th-us the
removal of one cause of 

.suspicion 
to the media and public.

Capital depreciation should be included more widely than at present as a
routine item in all costing calculations. lt could be envisaged to apply an
amortisation period of 20 years to new buildings, some 15 years to large
equipment with perhaps 5 to 10 years to lesser items with more rapid
redundancy. The exclusion of accountancy for intellectual property serves to
hide the true value of JRC scientists and leads to under:valuation of the
Centre's potential. Both of these latter points carry the implicit criticism of
unfairness to the private sector in competitions.

On the scientific side, concern is rightly expressed over instances where
Groups feel that scientific staff is used for routine tasks which could be
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better performed externally. New work :;hould be rigorously assessed for
suitability before being accepted and tire establisliment bf "bureaus"
avoided Lnless their establishment carries with it a substantiat contribution
from the Centre's laboratories.

The various Reports seem to me to cohere lvell on these points.

The evolutiiln of the JRC towards a more competitive regime has been
widely welcomed in the Groups' Reports. This is another itep.on a path
,adopted for the re-organisation of the centre in '1988, foilowing'the
recommendations of the Panel of Senior Industrialists led by Dr. llarry
Beckers. In most countries, competition in research organisations is nori
considered to be a part of their ndtural development andihe JRC has shown
a potential in that direction by making a good start with'contract research in
a number of its Institutes. lt is felt, hbwEver, that confidentiality of know-
how g.ained in performing contract research should be in general time-
limited, the norm could be some 3 to 5 years except where a lonqer time
span might be of special importance such as in particular defencd-related
contracts (now within the JRC's remit), whern special conditions might apply.

Mo$ Visiting Groups comqerJt on the prololem of inter:-lnstitute or pan-JRC
project.management. With the forthcoming enlargement of the European
Union; it seems Brobable that there will have to be a correspondihg inciease
in the number of larger scale problems of concern to ihe Coirmission.
Environmental research has alreadv seen a considerable broadenino of its
horizons in the field 'of EU res-earch activities, and in view 6t the
multid.isciplinary nature-of that.type of problem, projects may well tend to
span the. competence of more than one lrrstitute. Examples of this already
exist with the Centre for Earth Observation or R&D on Nuclear Safeguardi
and such proiects have an obvious subsidiarity value. The appointrient oi
senior perso.ns with'overall responsibility for such projects is important both
to ensure their smooth running but Slso as a tledrly identified contact
person with,the outside world.

In addition to the question of inter-lnstitute coordination, considerable
interest is shown in aspects of internal management of Institutes. Members
of. Groups more concerned with the operaiion of research organisations
subjected to competitive pressures feel' uneasy about the lackl here and
Ihqlq,. of established mildstones or otherr taigets by which group and
individual performance can be accurately asses-sed. in the rel5tiveiy ,few
cases where adeq.uate systems are opertrtional, the Institute for Safety
Technology for instanc-e, the resultinq clariiy and transparency cit
presentation were much appreciated. Sucli a system should be c6nsider-ed to
be normal in a centre so much under thre fublic microscope and would
simplify a posteriori control by managemenrt.

To summarise,.the tenor of the whole set of visiting Group ReportS, when
compared to the recommendations of the Panel of Senior induitiaiiits and
those of ..y own rnore recent Evaluation Panel, indicates that the Centre is
well on the ryay to becoming a recognised r:entre of excellence in many of its
areas ot activity..In some areas, recognition isstill lagging behind scibntific
competence and the doors to the world. must be prised furtlrer apart.
Hgwever, I,am extremely gratified to see that previous advice is b'eing
effectively followed and ih'at the word "TOPENNESS" has entered the JRt
vocabulary.

7.
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9. Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements - Geel

The most important remarks here concern the staff which is dedicated and
able, the management which is caring and provides a ctear lead; howevei,
more freedom-to manage resourcds is recommended. Problems are
identified regarding the pbtential duplication of ongoing work in national
laboratories arrd the need for a more selective approSch t6 try to reduce the
excessive nunrber of small items undertaken. io that the lnstitute can
concentrate on tasks falling within its field of excellence. euestions of
demarcation between cheriical analysis tasks undertaken at beel and at
lspra also arise. Doubts are expressed bn the operation of the BCR reference
materials sector where management and financial problems are foreseen.

10. Institute for Transuranium Elements - Karlsruhe

The need to maintain the Institute's strong nuclear interest and to remain a
. centre of excellence was an important theme in the Report. There was

particular fear that the recruitment system employed bv'the Commission
nLght .make the maintenance of an 

-adequate' stiff of 'high 
competence

difficult to achieve. Attention was drawh to ensuring t6at expioratory
research would be directed towards potential developmenti of th6
Institute's core activities where possible. The high scientific ieVel of Institute
staff was praised and'there were doubts about the dse of valuabte personnel
on other sites- to perform routine analy:is. ln contract resebrch, the
Institute's performance is good, although its intellectual property is
somewhat undervalued, a point to be c-onsidered in setting up {uture
contracts. Commercial secrecy should be limited in time, both inihe interest
of Member States and to ehsure that the high quality of the work will
enhance the Institute's reputation to the fullest extent.

This Institute is the recognised centre of European actinide research.

11. Institute for Advanced Materials (Materials) - Petten and lspra

The Institute has acquired a firm international reputation in its field with
good success in carrying out contract work arrd in network activities with
peer research teams in European and worldwide contexts. As with Karlsruhe
abo.ve, success in gaining research contracts has led to commercial secrecy
prg.blems. Central rulings on this point could easily lead to a rigid and.
stifling system, but the Marketing Adviser should be particularly concerned
with giving advice on this question. I am pleased to see that the Visiting
Group was able to endorse the lnstitute's long-term research plan based on
the study of interfaces in material. This is li[ely to continud the valuable
contribution made to EU industry by the Institute.

12. Institute for Advanced Materials (The HFR Reactor) - Petten

The Visiting Group gives the plant a clean bill of health and of safety,
recognising-its exiellint operaiional reliability and availability. However,
with the decline in nuclear R&D activities in most Member States, the nettle
of financial viability needs grasping. The possible use of a significant part of
the reactor for commercial purposes looks promising but implies that tariffs
are based on the cost of operation and major efforts to reduce staff and
operating costs need to be pursued with vigour. At the same time, it is clear
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that prior.ities would have to change with operating conditions geared more
tc pcissible long term industrial clients than to sclentific expeiimentation.
Such conditioni would also place constraiints on the Commiision's freedomto close the plant. An early decision is now required. The 'Report
demonstrates that the reactor has_been exploited very successfully under its
R&D regime and that the quality of those involved is uhdeniabre.

13. Institute for Systems Engineering and Inforrmatics - lspra

Th.e. Report is generally encouraging and demonstrates the great progress
achieved since the Panel review. - However, the Institute-is felt t6 be
hampered by.th-e- rules under which it operates, these being over rigid and
uncommercial. Most remarks apply equally to the rest of th'e JRC ani some
of the more impo.rtant olel are to-be iournd in section 4. above. Again, the
importance of a clear and simple project nranagement system is poiited out
and the difficulties of inter-lnstitute-projects a?rd informatics management
brought forward. A greater contact with inauslry is enioJiag;d-;;i ih;
adoption of commercial principles in bidding foi third party-contracts is
recommended.

14. Environment Institute - lspra

The RePort shows an institute producinq a very high quality of scientific
research and service covering a rather over-extehdeE ndmbei of items. A
rigorous selection of priorities could helpr with the problem. Once again,
one finds a warning against using highly Qualified stiff for routine rese-arch
and it is suggested that analytical seFvic-es'should be grouped toqether as a
separated service unit. The importance of a staff embiacing a wide range of
disciplines in tackling environmental prclblems and the'growing roie of
computer modelling and international networks is emp6asised-and the
Institute is moving in those directions.

15. Institute for Safety Engineering - lspra

It is gratifying to find that the project r:ontrol and manaqement of the
Instatute receive considerable pr.aise, demonstrating the adva-ntages of good
practice and transparency for'the JRC. While rec5gnising the r6ductl5n in
funding for research on 

-nuclear 
safety, the Visitirig Gro-up was emphatic

about the importance of the Commissi6n maintainirig a viable activity in an
area where public concern was still high in man! EU Member States,
espec.i.ally in relation to Gentral and Eastei:n Europe. 

-Research 
into the safe

handling of tritium and its waste is also ess;ential if future public fears are to
be avoided when the first large-scale fusion power statibn demonstration
plantis under:taken. A furtheiarea lconsider'to be of public importance istf,. developing researcl. on_ certain aspe-cts of industrial, iarticularlychemical, plant. safety.. Th.e Group pointbd towards the deveiopment of
cooperative actioris with other researth bordies studying different ispects of
these problems to build a generic understanding oi salety-relevani faCtorsin chemical manufacture, and to pursu€r this Sction further, recomends
hiring a few industrial chemists and chennical engineers. Woik using the
new reaction wall facility to study struftural b6haviour under dyn-amic
loading is proceeding.well and is very promising and the team ai lspra
a.lready constitutes an important node in ,a large ihternational network'on
the subject. Howe.ver, again there is a warningtn not spreading effcirts too
tntnty over too wtde an area of activity.
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Institute for Remote Sensing Applications - lspra

Up to the present, about 50o/o of this Institute's activities has been concerned
with providing tools and methods for use by Commission sectorial services
responsible for policies concerning agriculture, anti-fraud, environment,
fisheries, regional aid and overs-eas-development. The Commission's
Statistical Office is also an important client for the lnstitute's services. In
parallel with the above activities, and to improve their capabilities, research
is carried out on advanced methods of satellite data interpretation and its
integration with geographical data. The Centre for Earth Observation deals
with the management of the vast quantities of data emanating from
terrestrial satellites. The Institute's ":ustomers". express a high degree of
satisfaction with the services rendered. With the developm-ent oT Large
Applications Projects, new networks are being established in which the
Institute will play an important role. This relatively young and lively
Institute has become an appreciated partner by organisations such'as the
European Space Agency, the IGBP and national space research centres. The
Visiting Group was concerned with the development of a viable strategy for
the Institute in harmony with national and international centres and with
the transparency of its system for management information.

Institute for Prospective Technological Studies - tspra

The Institute, set up in 1988 to provide scientific and technological forecasts
and advice in support of Commission services, ii moving to'a new site in
Seville during the latter part of 1994. The Report points out that the
lnstitute had not been able to meet the objectives originally foreseen for
reasons of lack of designated funding, but had evolved a successful role as a
scientific and technica-l advisory unii'which should be further developed.
Under the Fourth Framework Programme funding is available to pursue the
missing "Observatory " function of the Institute. The Visiting Group praised
the Institute's small staff and considered the output to be " most
satisfactory". However, the problem of secrecy was again to the fore and
even hindered the detailed assessment of the unit's output by the Visiting
Group, which had to rely on interviews with clients! lt is clear that although
certain advice to po_licy-makers might have to be on a need-to-know basis, in
general, the same time-restricted confidentiality system could be applied in
contracts and agreements as suggested for the rest of the JRC's activities.

Conclusion

17.

18. In general, I perceive a very satisfactory response to the recommendations
made in the Panel report in 1991 and see steady progress since 1988 when
the JRC structure was changed and the lnstitutes were established. During-
this time some of the rulesbf the game have changed, the introduction of
competition for example, and these pressures ars making visible inroads
into the rigidity of Commission working methods and administrative
attitudes: further improvement is to be expected as this evolution continues
and is to be strongly encouraged.

19. lt appears from this first round that the Visiting Group peer review system is
well suited to the task of evaluatino the Centie on an lnstitute by lnstitute
basis. Reports show a good degre6 of coherence in unerringly identifying
areas for general improv'ement. An effort in the directions indicated can
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reap large rewards in efficiency and recognition. Concerning the latter
point, I have been interested to discover that many members of Groups
apprcached the Joint Research Centre rryith very little idea of either its
function or.its capabilities except for a rather vagrie and invariably negative
reputation in naiional circles. On closer acquaifrtance, this attitu-de u-suatly
changed to a strong interest in the lnstituti visited, which in a number oi
cases has been followed by a: proposal for collaboration in a specialised
research area. Thisdemonstiateithit although the JRC is a much rdore open
grganisation than formerly, there is still an enormous potential for progress
in that sense.. Well directed efforts will certainly bring benefiti tdthe
Centre, the European Union and its Member States.

Much has been achieved and the Boarcl of Governors, Director General,
Directors and the JRC personnel have brought about a clearly recognisable
transformation of the'Centre. With the Folurth Framework Progrirnme, a
new phase is beginning under which the Joint Research Centre ii given the
elements to complete this process to emerqe as a modern and fully efficient
research organisAtion recolnised in scientiTic and potitical circles ai being an
effective and appropriate tool able to meet the needs of the Commission in
an evolving European Union.

20.
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Annex I

Scope of Visitinq Grouos

The chi6f scope of Visiting Groups is to perform evaluations, takinq into account
the objectives as set out for the 1992-1994 period (in Council docurients, relevant
papqr: for the Board of Governors, JRC Arinual Workschedules, budget, etc.), to
provide. recommendations on the proper course to be followed by fhe tnstiiute
visited (or a unit of an Instit-ute) in view of the stated objectives, ahd to apply in
the evaluations, elements of the methodology proposed for research returns ind
effectiveness.

The Visiting Group should:

- pgrform an evaluation of all activities of the Institute/Unit against its stated
objectives, with particular emphasis on the impact the resu-lts of the work
has had on the user of this research, and the degree of collaboration
established with national research laboratories, as well as with industry;

assess the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of the work
and results for the Community;

- judge all. aspects-of the efficiency and impact of the work, taking into
account the particular status of the JRC (its independence in the Comrnunity)
in comparison with similar national laboratories;

- provide advice on the. ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations and
assessments pertormed ;

- express recommendations for the future development of the Institute/Unit
with regard to the overall strategic plans for development of the JRC in the' medium-term and long-term.

visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research centre

Terms of Reference

1. To evaluate progress in performing wo;k in accordance with the objectives
set out in Council Resolution 921C118i03 and Council Decisionsg2l2T3lEEC,
92127AlEuratom and 92127 5/Euratom, documents addressed to the Board of
Governors, the: JRC's Annual Workschedules, budget etc., and to review
progress in the implenrentation of the recommendations of the last
Evairraticn Panel.

To ensure that the Institute/Unit has effective mechanisms to set its local
scientific objectives, monitor progress towards those objectives and evaluate
outputs.

2.
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To review the various research activities to assess:

a) the scientific quality and productivity of the UniVlnstitute;

b) whether full advantage is being taken of scientific opportunities in the
light of funding and olher consiraints;

c) the relevance of the work with resper:t to Community needs, including
the relevance of work performed for external customers, when
applicable

To assess the effectiveness of the scientifir: management leadership within
the lnstitute/Unit.

To advise on whether the Institute/Unit ha:; been making efficient, effective
and economical use of resources in carrying out iti programmes and
management functions. Resources include manpower, money, services,
facilities, data and equipment.

To review the extent and effectiveness of the Institute's/Unit's external
scientific links, including relationships urith research organisations, the
higher education sector, industry and government departments in the
Member States, as well as outside the European Community.

7. To examine the relationship of the Institute's/Unit's work in general, to the
mission of the Joint Research Centre and to its forward strateg-ic planning.

8. To make recommendations and report to the Board of Governors of the
Joint Research Centre.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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lepgrt of the Visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre's
Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM), Geel, Beigium

l. Introduction

At the invitation of the Board qf Governors of the Joint Research Centre
(JRC), members of the Visiting Group (see Annex l) spent 28-t9 March 1994at the Institute for Refereihce Maierials and-Measurements (IRMM)
(previo.usly.called the Ceiltral Bureau for Nuclear Measurements) t{ eejt
reviewing the Institute's work and visiting its laboratories.

fh". objectives for the Institute are to be found in Annex l, "scientific and
Technical ,O.bjectives.", to-gouncil Decision N" 92t273/EEC of 29th April
19.92 published in the Offical Journal N" 1141 of 23rd May 1992. The
relevant section is ds follows:

1The Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements will continue its activities
in both the nuclear and non-nuclear fields of reference materials and
measu rements, notably i n the, fol I owi n g areas :

prepa ration, cha racterisaii on and certif ication of sa m pl es,

- long-lived or stable isotope mass spectrometry,

- nuclear data measurements and evaluation,

- radionuclide metrology,

applied radiation techniqueg.

Research also in the gr.owing application of these specialised techniques to
non-nuclear areas will capitalise on the existing-experimental fatilities
including the..particle accelerators. Activities i-n support of consumer
protection policy will be continued ...".

These general objectives are concurrent with the JRC's mission and are
highlighted in the scope of the Visiting Groups. As set out in the terms of
reference (see Annex ll), the Visiting Gioup should:

o €vElu.ate all activities of the Institute against its stated objectives,
lr:ith particular emphasis on the impact ihe results of the v,iork hai
had'on the users of this research, and the degree of .collaboration
established with national research organisatibns, as well as with
ind ustry;

assess the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of
the work and results {or thb Community;

judge all aspects of the efficiency and impact of the work, taking into
account the particular status of the JRC (its independence in the
Community) in comparison with similar national bodies;

provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations
and assessme.nts performeil; -

express recommgndations for the future development of the Institute
with regard to the overall strategic plans fordevelopment of the JRC
in the medium-ternf and long-term.
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ll. 9eneral Observations

During the 1992-1994 programme in course, the name of the Institute was
changed to the "lnstitute for Reference Materials and Measurements".

Activities were carried out under the Specific Programme on Measurement
and. Testing oJ_the Third Framework Programmelor Community Activities
in thefieldof Research and Technologiciil oevelopment, suppo'rtto other
Commission services and a small amorfnt of contrdct resiarch'for external
third parties.

Work under the Specific Programme included:

neutron interaction data for stanclards, nuclear fission and fusion
technology;

- radionuclide data and activities;

high accuracy in isotope ratio measurements by mass spectrometry;

- development for quality control analysis;

- reference materials for elemerntal analysis, isotope ratio
measurements and reactor n€utron dosimetry; 

-

- aerosoland surface reference materials;

- samples and target preparation;

- materials management on behalf of the "Bureau communautaire de
reference (BCR).

Support to other Commission services was at present concentrated on:

- DG I (lnternational Affairs - Nuclear Safeguards);

- DG lll (lnternal Market);

- DG Vl (Agriculture);

- DG Xllt (Technology Valorisation);

- DG XVll (ECSAM; Nuclear Safeguards);

- Consumer Policy Service: (protection and promotion of consumer
interests).

Contract research for third parties:

- This comprised a relatively minor act;ivity at the present time.

The Visiting Group felt that in the time available it was not possible to
Sar.ry out a detailed audit but an overall appreciation was gained and valid
judgments 

_were possible. The objectives bi IRMM were gdnerally taken asgiven. A full assessment could 
-not 

be made of wheiher the tasks or
organisation were fully justified or the best possible arrangement.
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It was noted that the change of institution name represented a major
emphasis that'had occurred after the Council Decisibn of 1992 which
established the objectives of the Institute. The Group was uncertain about
the validity of the name change but felt the new name to be more
appropriate to the present lRMMresearch profile.

The management and staff provided a good level of information to brief
the visiting Group, were open, cooperative and tolerant in responding to."ly questions and requests for more information. The Group'wouldTike
to thank all those conce.rned.

In all areas we found dedicated and able staff who displayed a high level
of expertise. In some areas world class work was recognised andstrong
input to international cooperation and networking was evident. The
culture was one of technical excellence but there was generally a
willingness to respond positively to change including - increaiing
competition.

The management was caring and attentive, providing a'clear technical
and management lead whilst allowing staff to contribute. Some of the
JRC procedures and requirements were unhelpful and contributed to
delays in the timely deployment of resources. An example of the difficulty
is the slow recruitment procedure and the relative lack of freedom to
manage local resources against an agreed corporate plan.

Scientific and Technical Activities

Nuclear Phvsics and Measurements

In this original core Ectivity area of the lnstitute, equipment and scientific
staff are found to be of a level to be expected in an international institute
of high repute. Connections through long-established networks with the
few other institutes in the world engaged in these activities were
appropriate and the teams were meeting the needs expressed by
international committees managing the accumulation of data in relation
to present and predicted needs.

At the same time, considerable creativity was being shown in attempting
to increase the application of methods and experimental equipment to
fulfil other needs. The presence of young post-doctorate fellows was a
considerable asset in that respect and the relationship with permanent
staff was demonstrably symbiotic.

The Group noted that the Linac GELINA, with its ultra-high resolution, was
being overhauled .and updated. At present, in terms of resolution, the
rnachine is probably the best in the world. Moreover, in view of the
excellence of the very considerable installations such as the Linac and the
van de Graff accelerators, it is important that the investments they
represent should be utilised to the maximum. This may mean applying a
much greater effort towards their application to the advancement of
European industry, as well as their use for purely basic scientific ends. This
effort will require a much more intensive approach to possible partners or
clients and a clearer understandino of commercial and sales
considerations. However, this is unlikely fo result in more than a 10% use
for such purposes.

'L l'

ilt.

1il.1
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Some four years after the completion o{ the refurbishement of the
GELINA it would be wise to review its 'work and situation'in"s(ientific,
economic and organisational terms.

The quality of ongoing work is not in doubt but in the changing situation,
attention must be paid to the potential added value of the intellectual
property available. 

'Amongst 
other things, the development of the use of

Van de Graff for Rutherford scattering as an analytical tool seems
particularly promising.

The question of subsidiarity does not ser:m to be of great importarice in
this area, as such equipment is either unique or rare in member States,
particularly if the accompanying expertise is taken into account. At the
same time,.the work in this field is seen to be important and regulated
and monitored externally, although the bodies concerned do not handle
the funds and are therefore not really "customers" in the classical sense;
this implies that a more critical internal progress review system may be
needed in the future.

An area where some members of the Visiting Group had some
reservations was in data processing and informatics where it was felt that
streamlining and the ddoption -of a more moderh and distl.ibuted
approach would be more appropriate.

Reference Materials

This item includes analytical science, mass spectrometry and sample
preparation.

Facilities in this area were also found to be excellent, particularly where
the clean laboratory and mass spectrometry facilities were concerned
which were of world standard and the analytical laboratories which were
very well equipped

Staff were extremely competent and include scientists of international
repute. The part played by Geel in the rredetermination of the Avogadro
number has brought international recognition with implications for the
traceability of che-mical standaids. epait from the subj'ect of this highly
networked activity, there is spin-off intto the improvement of isotope
dilution techniques, an important technique for analytical purposes.

Chemical metrology is important and more effort should be concentrated
on the improvement of separation and rlxtraction techniques, as well as
the problems of reliable sampling and ho,mogenisation. This work should'also be networked with and support other standards' laboratories in
Europe and, where appropriate, elsewhere.

Actinide reference materials are the reference against which fissionable
materials are measured for international safegu-ards. Geel provides an
important part of these sources, both in Europe and elsewhere.

The Institute has also . initiated . and coordinates the International
Measurement Evaluation Programme (IMEP). A large worldwide network
of laboratories participate in-this action and their-acceptance of IRMM's
role as coordinator stands witness to its relputation as a centre of scientific
excellence in that area.

1il.2
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The Group was concerned about the economics of the reference materials
.q:tion performe4'on .behalf of the community Reference Bureau (BCR).
We understand that the staff involved would 5e paid from the Instiiuteis
budget but that sales will hbve to provide the idnds neeAea io pioduce
new reference materials and for the provision and re-certificdtion of
replacements for time-expired or exhausted stocks of existing materials.

ln moving.into a competitive situation, a v€ry careful analysis bv business
experts will be Pa.rticularly important if the Uhion is to be f rovided with ipermanent, reliable and cost effective service. To obtain such advice,
detailed costing of staff, materials, operational procedriei, iijraq" 

"n.irnvestments will certairily be needed. Consideration should be qi-ven to
sontracting out the provision of this service to a commercial organisation.

Furth.ermore, quality assurance under an internatlonallv recoqnised
standard such as ISO 9000 will be essential bs many of the brganisitions
using_the products are already accredited or are bec6ming so.
The G.roup was concerned thbt Geel should concentrate 6n its core area ofvery high quality reference materials and measurements and not use
expensive resources of staff and equipment{or routine work.

A clearer definition of work carried out at lspra and that performed at
Geel seemed to be needed as was greater selectivity in jobs accepted from
other Commission services where cheaper alternatives iould sometimes be
found.

Exploratorv Research

In examining on goi1g. exploratory and discretionary research at Geel, the
Visiting.Group noted that the two most important projects weie linked to
the Inslitutes activities in different ways. The "Radiation physics" project
may well widen the application of CElitta ana can i;;d io rti.-pti-usaiists
wishing to use the facility. On the other hand, the investigation of protein
and peptide components of metallothioneine is more'concerned with
lvork falling under Support to the Consumer policy Service. Further
development of such work on applied and basic biochrimistry at IRMM has
implications on the long-term forward planning of the 

-lnstitute 
and

should be a matter for veiy careful review.

tv.

tv.1

Manaqement of Research

Staff

With the low rate of staff turnover it was felt to be extremely important
to maintain a good flow of postdoctoral and other research ielldws and
visiting scientists in the Institute.

The level of expertise was considered to be very high at senior staff levet
and their replacement will require careful planiinglt retirement time. A
more flexible recruitment syitem able td operatle more swiftly and a
consistent staff training and career developinent policy would'help to
meet the changing situation in research arid estaSlish ihe desired itaff
profife in the years to come. (5ome 5o/o of available time spent on staff
development would be reasonable.)
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Members felt that it would also be useful 'to examine the use of short-term
appointments or lortg-term attachments, of three to five years, with
guaranteed return to their institute of origin to increase the throughput
of scientists at IRMM and enhance knowle,dge transfer.

Networkinq

Tasks are well defined in key areas but irn those where qualitatively new
venture have been initiated definitiorrs are less clear and not yet
integrated into strategic orientations.

Further efforts applied to defining the lnstitute's tasks and its effective
boundaries would considerably help with education and training and with
maintaining moralg and interest at allstalT levels.
The nature of the tasks performed at Geel has naturally led to the
development of networks and such actions are considered to be 'an

important means of information dissemiination, scientific exchange and
generally ensuring the Institute's place in the European Union and World
at large. This is strongly encouraged.

A better feeling amongst scientific man,agers for hourly staff costs and
real availability would help with planning in a more competitive world.

Output 
.

This was seen to take diverse forms such as data, reference materials,
certificates, as well as the more traditional ones of articles in learned
journals, presentations at conferences etc. Taken overall, the quality and
quantity are considered to be satisfactory and in many cases represent
significant contributions to their respective fields of endeavour. A share
of these has con\e from the young scientists. However, continuous
performance ynonitoring can help to inrprove the value of the JRC as
perceived .by scientists and managers in Member States and efforts to
increase output can only result in a widerand improved reputation.

The temptation to demonstrate willingness by taking on work of an
unsuitable or routine nature should be re:;isted.

tv.2

tv.3

V. Recommendations

With these recommendations, the Visitinc; Group would like to contribute
to the further evaluation and development of the activities at IRMM. The
points indicated should be taken into consideration at the various levels of
decision making and management. The Visiting Group notes that some
elements indicated in these recommendations are already being
employed in some form and it also underlines that in the implementation
of such recommendations account has to be taken of the specifics of the
various research areas at IRMM.

V.1 General Points

There is a need for greater clarity abourt the mission of IRMM, having
regard for the needs of the EU, the rnission of other JRC Institutes,
subsidiarity and the special capability at lFlMM.
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High level performance measures should also be set and monitored.

There is a need for a rob.ust scrutiny o_f plojea proposals to ensure they
satisfy a, priority EU need and that tfre tnMnll'ls Ujst pita.eO ir, teiri'ot .ott
and technical capability to deliver the work. Such scrutiny should take
place during the'prepaiatory phase of progrim.e generati6ns. 

- 
iffective

management and value for money depend critically on the existence of
tnclependent customers for IRMM work who also hav-e responsibilitv for an
lnput to the framework programme work commissione!-tror'triember
States.

The spread of technologies and techniques at IRMM should be reviewed
with a view to reducing the spread and increasing the depth in seleaea
areas. . In. particular the roles of IRMM and lspra iTr the field of chemical
analysis should be reviewed and rationalised io achieve greitet econory
of scale.

The level of laborato-ry facilities is high compared with staff numbers. This
applied. to both big facilities such asihe liniar accelerator and a ,isi array
of s.maller pieces of equipment. A more business-like approach is requiredwhich starts with..knoivledge of the true cost of 'owniiship.--sy-j
combination of better focussii-ng of work, down sizing, where ip[ioprilti
and business growth in selected areas it would be p6isibtetiifilrefse the
return on capital. lt is recommended that a probramme to assess true
costs be initiated alongside an assessment of haiket opportunities and
business development. l

As a more customer orientated programme develops more attention will
need to be naid !9_q1oi95t manigeinent with syitelis in pla.Jioi pro;ect
planning, cost control, inilestone ietting and mdnitorrng.

The proposed review of QA needs is welcome and consideration needs to
be given to ls.o 9.000, llo 25, Tetvt and benchmarking approaches. lt is
recommended that benchmarking be carried 5ut' 'for 

selected
management . and technical functions against other comparable
organisations in national government owneiship and privately bwneJ.
Ben.chmarking should prov-ide information such 

'as cost'of wor[<, cost of
tacrlrtres, output per scientist, cost per scientist.

lvlany of the facilities represent major European resources which should
be made more widely available t6 Membbr states. work of EU and
Member States' interdst should be facilitated free of charqe aqainst a
budget held by DG Xll and within current levels of funding.

Some of the work carried out was in competition with that undertaken by
Member states and in some instancei there is a danger of heavily
subsidised IRMM activities being in direct competition 6ith more cosl
effective commercial work in Member States. Examples of this are the
chemical method development and chemical referehce materials work
carried out in support of EU agricultural, environment and consumer
safety policy. lt is recommended that review of these activities be carried
out to determine whether it is possible to deliver this work in a more cost
effective way within Member State institutions and if appropriate to
advise on the resolution of competitive and subsidiarity confiitts.'

2t-
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Particular Points

- The move towards a competiti,le model for the Institute is
applauded both as a meani of increasing scientific vitality and
awareness of staff, but also as a rdemonstration of the Institute's
ability and usefulness.

- Effort must be applied to incre,asing, where possible, contract
research and services to industry anrJ other clients.

- The cost effectit*qness'of facilities should be established and those
that need to be ihained sliould be marketed in government and
industry on an international basis.

- Mechanisms should.be put in place to establish the full economic cost
of work and comparisons of cost made.with similar work in other
organisations.

- Independent customers should be established who are responsible
for defining the requirements and commissioning work in the most
cost effectilve way.' The customens should also be responsible for
work commissioned from Member States within the Framework
Programme.

- Where possible, two-way temporary staff exchanges should be set
up as a means of cross-fertilisation.- Rigorous selection should be applied to work carried out by the
lnstitute and a clear forward plan adopted. Work division between
Geel and other JRC Institutes Shoulcl be established and recognised.

- The roles of IRMM and lspra in chenrical analysis should be reviewed.

- Chemical ,method development and associated reference rnaterials. development in support of agricultural, envirorrmental and
consumer safety policy should be reviewed to determine whether
this work could'be cariied out more effectivdlv within Member State

- Commercial advice should be souroht in a number of areas and
particularl! for the management -of reference materiats where
doubts about future profitability exist. Contracting out to a
commercial organ isation shou ld be considered.

lnternational cooperations . on clhemical traceability should be
continued but work should be extended to include sampling and
homogenisation of analytical samples.

- More freedom to manage resour(:es against an agreed corporate
plan should be given to'the Directclr. The rigidity of administration
procedures should be reduced,, especially where delays in
recru itment are concerned.

v.2
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Visiting Group to the Joint Research Centre's Institute for
Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM) - Geel

Tel. + 39-6-505.52.61
Fax. * 39-6-505.02.50

Tel. + 31-15-69.15.07
Fl*. + 31-15-61.29.71

Tel. + 44-81-943.76.00
Fax. * 44-81-943.75.93 1943.27.67
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Tel. +32-2-295.40.48 (office)
+ 32-2-654.09.44 (home)

Fax. i 32-2-295.0r.46

Members

Dr. Maria Grazia DEL MON'lhl,
Director,
National Centre for Reference Materials,
Via di Castel Romano 100-102,
I-00129 \,ome.

Dr. Robert KAARI.S,
Director,
Netherlands Measurement Insti tu te,
P.O. Box 654,
NL-2628 VK Delft.
(Schoemakerstraat 97,
NL-2600 AR Delft.)

Dr. Bernard KtNG (Chairman),
Director,
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Laboratory of the Government Chemist,
Queens Road,
Teddington,
UK-TWI f OLW Middlesex.

Prof. Thomas SC H O It Nl.-E l,I),
Institute of Inorganic Chemistry,
University of Vienna,
Wrihringerstrasse 42,
A-1090 Vienna.
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Avenue Reine Elisabeth 8,
Il-f 330 ltixensart.
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Annex ll

Visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre's
Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM) - Geet

Scope of Visitinq Groups

The chiei scope of Visiting Groups is to perform evaluations, taking into account
the oblectives a_s set out for the 1992-1994 period (in Council docurients, relevant
papqr: for the Board of Governors, JRC Arinual Workschedules, budget, eii.j, to
Pfo,vi{q recommgndations on the proper course to be followed Uv ifre'rnsiiili;
visited in view of the stated objectives, and to apply in the evaluaiions, etementi
of the methodology proposed for research returni ahd effectivenJsi.

The Visiting Group should:

- p9rform an evaluation of all activities of the Institute aqainst its stated
objectives, with particular emphasis on the impact the res-ults of thJ;;;[
has had on the user of this-research, and the degree of collaboration
established with national research labor-atories, aswelias with industiy; -

- assess the sc.ientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of the work
and results for the C6mmunity;

- judge all. aspects of the effic-iency and impact of the work, taking into
account the partic.ular status of the tnC (its inbependence in thd Comm-unity)
in comparison with similar national laboratories;

- provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations and
assessments performed ;

- expres.s recommendations for the future development of the Institute with
regard to the overall strategic plans for deveiopment of the JRC in the
medi um-term and long-term.

Terms of.Reference

To evaluat-e progress in performing work in accordance with the objectives
set out in Council Resolution 92/C118/03 and Council Decisions 92t2i3tEEC,
92127 lEuratom and 921275/Euratom, documents addressed to the Board of
Governors., thg JRC's Annual workschedules, budget etc., and to review
progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the last
Evaluation Panel.

To ensure that the Institute has effective mechanisms to set its local scientific
objecttves, monitor progress towards those objectives and evaluate outputs.

1.

2.
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To review the various research activities to assess:

a) the scientific quality and productivity of the Institute;

b) whether full advantage is being taken of scientific opportunities in the
light of funding and other constrainlts;

c) the relevance of the work with respect to Community needs, including
the relevance of work performed for external customers,' when
applicable.

To assess the effectiveness of the scientific management leadership withirr
the Institute.

To advipe on whether the lnstitute has beren making efficient, effective a'nd
economical use of resources in carrying out its programmes and
management functions. Resources inclirdd manpower, mbney, services,
facilities, data and equipment.

To review the extent and effectiveness of the Institute's external scientific
links, including relationships with research organisations, thg higher
education sector; industry and goverflrl€Dt departments in the MEmber
States, as well as outside the European Community.

To examine the relationship of the Institutte's work in general, to the mission
of the Joint Research Centr'e and to its fonvard strategTc planning.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. To make recommendations and report to the Board of Governors of the
Joint Research Centre.
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R.eeo.rt of the Visiting G_roup for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre.sInstitute forAdvanied Malerials, Petten Ftre ruittreiiantiii;-|f,l;i;. trijiil-

l. Introduction

At the invitation of the Board of Governors of the Joint Research Centre
!nc), members of the Visiting crbup lsee annei-ii 

-rpint tn. 14_17December 1993 at the Instittrte f6r edvdnceJ rvraieiiais iiniii.t petten andlspra reviewing'the Institute's work and visiting itilaborit.iili.
The. obje-clives for the Institute are to be found in Annex I of CouncilDecision 92I273(EEC) and 92/274tEuratom oJ 2g Apiir ig92. -" '

The main objectives. are to contribute to enhancing European industrialcoTpetiliveness and the safety of components and stiudures, releuani
Il,:Tlv_.to_,1"_*l9lgy, transpod, environ?nin1 and manLiacturirig i..tolilrnrougn. advances in the understanding of the basic propeities, theprocessability and engineering performanfe of miteriati. 

- 7 -'

Iftqt: 99nqr9l objectives are concurrent with the JRC's mission and arenlghlrghte.cl an the scope 9f the Visiting Groups. As set out in the termioireterence (see Annex ll), the Visiting Gr6up shbuld:

o €vdluate all aqtivities of the.lnstitute against its stated objectives, with
Particular emphasis on the impact the-results oi ttri *oik h;; h;J;;the users of this research, and lhe degree of collaboration estiUrlin"Jwith national research oiganisations,-aiwelt ai *ittr inauCtw;

o oss€ss tf e scientific guality of the work and the appropriateness ofthe work and results for th'e Community;

' judge 
-a^ll^a;gects .gf the eff iciency and iqrln_aq! of the work, taking intoaccount the.particular status of the JRC (its independence ii the

community) in comparison with similar national bodies;

o provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations
and assessments performeE ;

' elp.ress recommendations for the future development of the Institutewith regatg to the overall strategic plans for development of the lni
in the medium-term and long-teiin.' - r .--"

il. General Observations

The Institute's functional structure is set out below. The Hiqh Flux Reactor(Hrn) is not inctuded in this Report, having airejoi been ,iiii".j uv ;r;;;;
in research reactors and the suSlect-of a reient rep'ort. fne stiuauie oi tfre
Institute is as follows:

- High Flux Reactor- Materials Processing and Engineering- Materials Character'isation- Non-Destructive Testing

Petten (separate rePort)
Petten
Petten
Petten (recently transferred
from lspra)
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Functional Materials Development lspra
and Cvclotron
Materials Performance and Reliabillity lspra

The Visitino Group examined the Institute in detail and found the work and
scientific o"utput to be very good or excell-enJ in most areas and of a truly,
internationai standard. thE targeting of the work was good and staff
showed a clear understanding of objectives

The Institute is well managed. However, the Visiting Group believes that
the Director should be given more responsibility for running the Institute,
par.ticularly in the recru-itment of staff, and thit consideration should be
!iven to eiempting the Institute from some internal European Commission
procedures.

The Institute is undoubtedly expensive, with high overheads .on its
research. However, the Visii'ing Group is convinced of the need for a
European institute 

-of 
this type- in thi key strategic .area. of advanced

materials. Given this need, the Visiting Group accept5 that there are many
various reasons for the high overherads, including the fiegd to pay
competitive salaries, the inhe-rent expenses of running 9.high flux reactor
and'a cyclotron, and so on. The Visiting Group saw no evidence of waste.

The Visiting Group believes that funcling of the Institute should move
towards a 'tore plirs competitive" funding- model. Contract work for third
parties, mainly industry, has built-up rapiiily in the last few.y9?r: and is at
lresent runnihg at a6out 8o/o of the total budget. The Visjting Group
believes that th-e aim should be to increase this to 10% over the next few
vears. Such contract work is not only useful financially, but it also builds up
ieal links with industries in the Member States. The Visiting Group
welcomed the proposal at present undrer discussion at the political level to
allow the JRC to particiiate in Frarnework Programme -schemes, for
example BRITE/EURAM. l{ is recommended that the aim of the Institute
shoulb be to obtain about 20o/o of its funding competitively from
Framework Programme schemes over the next few years.. Apa+ from the
increased compEtitive funding element this would lntroduce, the.Visiting
Group believes that bidding for, arnd participation in, collaborative
research through Framewo-rk Programine sihemes .woul! greatly
strengthen the lnstitute's links with universities, research institutes and
industries in the Member States and would be wholly beneficial-

Orientation was greatly aid'ed by the extensive use of colloquia, round
table discussions and workshops, witlr strong industrial representation,
when setting up programmes and activities, thus creating a consensus in
the materiali science community. ln the same WoY, seminars, conferences,
expert meetings and publicalions in relevant international journals
ensured that scientists were kept abreast of progress.

The detailed internal annual review of ,all areas of work and project control
were felt to be important factors in demonstrating and maintaining the
level of excellence.

The Institute is considered to hold the lead position in the special area of
research, on High Temperature Materials, particularly for its. work on
corrosion/mechainical prbperties interar:tions both for its expertise and for
its equipment. This shouiA Ue built on to further improve its image and to
play key European roles by:
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exchanges of staff;
network establishment and participation in Framework programme
schemes;
giving impartial a{vice on standards;
encouragement of the introduction of advanced materials to improve
competitiveness.

ilt.

ilt.1

Scientific and Technical Areas

Materials in Extreme. Environments

In the study of behaviour of industrial materials in extreme serviceenvironments, the Institute at present occupies an internationaif y-acknowledged leading position.

Ttre Visiting Group cons{ders that the area is still an important one and thatthts work should continue to be emphasised. The Institute's welideserved
reputa.tion shoutd be b.uirt on by pt5cing mor" ;"ighi-;" ;p;;io'f ,tr"r,
?l_"-l.vj,i: 

with the recruitment of an.apfitiea mecttaiiiierpirtii ioon 
",teaslble. More emphasis could also be placed on computer modelling andinteg.ration- wilh enginee.ring. design. ' conielning ir,e first-Jsptct] 6ii

sh o u ld .preferably beha nd ledby sefr i n g u p net*oils *itr,' ;; i 

";t{,ti 
es a nd

research institutes. With regard-to the iec6nd, this would pioiiilroh closeinterfacing with engineerin-g design teams.

The study of metallic, cera-mic ?ld composite materials for high
:1Tp:lilure_ applications is of considerable importance to induitry iionetworks ald joint research programmes wiih universities, industrial
research and government research organisations should be encouraged.

Reliabilitv of Life Extension

The difficult and expensive experimental activities in this area show good
results and some useful spinoffs to industry. However, the core area oitttii
research should concentiate on developing more advbnced p*eOrres for
assessing operational damage. othei aipects would proiit *;; more
intensive collaborations with external reseaich bodies.

Su rface Mod ification Technoloqv .

The Visiting Group was satisf ied by the very rapid establishment of this area
ot.actrvrty 9t tfte Institute. After a short time useful results are alreadyoeilg obtained and the major equipment is functional. Work should now
be focused on contri buti n g'to h i! h' temperatu re industrial i JJii.iiions of
these techniques and thii perspEctive ihould be introduceb-ai eartv as
posslble to these activities with emphasis on the production of data rvhich
will stimulate increased industrial uie of the techriiques. The Croup did not
feel that wear studies should be developed in the'lnstitute as tfrb suUieii
was highly researched in many other places and was somewfrat oJt of iine
wrth other Institute topics. A networking approach could help to avoid
duplication of'equipment and scientific eff-ort. '

ilt.2

ilt.3
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lll.4 Fusion Materials

Although a small area of activity, very good and important work had been
done up to the present on materials icieening and ielection in connection
with tl're Community Fusion Programme. Th-e priority given to this work
must depend on the needs expressed by'the programme manager gs the
Visiting Group itself felt unable to mak'e a valid judgment on this highly
specialised materials application. Hornrever, Members would warn the
team against entering the field of tritium hermetic ceramic.composite
structurEs without adequate industrial, engineering and financial support
as the subject was a vast one with strong dependence on proprietary know-
how which might not be easily available.

An adequate data base on mbterials for fusion was in any case of high
importance.

lll.5 Non-DestructiveTestino

This activity had been extremely useful rin the past (PISC programme) and
was at present being transferred from lspra to Petten. The Visiting Group
considered this to be an advantage as tlre previous nuclear orientation of
the team could now be turned towards high temperature materials
applications where a close collaboration with scientists working on the
assessment of creep damage and remaining lifetime in high temperature
plant co-uld lead to great ravings and an improvement in safety. This area
should be vigorously pursued and work extended to include ceramics and
composites in the future. To advance as rapidly as possible it was essential
that the entire team and equipment be reunited at Petten without delay.
The task was a very challenging and imp,ortant one with very considerable
industrial applications, both.on bulk materials and coatings.

Plant in the energy and process industri,is was ageing and would come to
rely more and more on reliable Non-Destructive Evaluation to assure
continued operation and the amount of work on the topic carried out in
universities was limited emphasising the work at Petten. The Institute
should, however, be encouraged to collaborate in this research with
universities and other research bodies.

lll.6 The Cvclotron

The main objective of this equipment was the study of damage in materials
destined for fusion applications. Unfortunately, there were few rither uses
in the lnstitute's other activities and' eiriernai users:had been sought to'enable the installation to remain economic. hlowever, use by-other
research programmes did not appear to be forthcoming and alt6rnative
solutions should be examined.

As the remaining work is of high quality and importance to fusion
materials research, if the Cyclotron becornes unavailable the possible use of
other facilities should be examined.

lll.7 Materialslnformation

The establishment of data for advance<J materlals is an essential part of
their introduction into industrial use. Easy access to comprehensive data is
vital for industry.
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Due to the developments durinq the last few years the HTM Databank is
now in a very attractive form. io ensure thai a much wider use of the
databank is achieved, two actions should be taken:

i) most of the information in the system (for example all data which is
older than five years) should be declassified to research organisations
in the EU and EFTA countries. The confidential data has, to a large
extent, been generated in the COST framework and other European
programmes with financial contributions from the national
governments anyway;

ii) the Institute should participate in European programmeS like the'
, European Collaborative Creep Committee where valuable use of the

data can be found.

Data banks are not in generat commercially viable and often contain
confidential and restricted data. The JRC, with its central and rieutral
position, is in an ideal position to develop and supervise this type of data
base which is indeed closely connected to the lnstitute's research.

A number of new data bases appear to be needed, not only to handle data
like the HTM Data Bank, but also to be a source of constitutive equations.
There is considerable need to be found for this type of database in thermal
fatigue research. To save time and avoid duplication of studies, such a
dat5bank could preferably be set up as a network in the sense that
participating institutes have their own data banks which they fill with data
and this data is then exchanqed between the partners to create a true
European system. This apIroach has succeisfully been utilised for
Thermodata Europe

lV. Pre.frormative Resparch

The Institute should develop further prenormative research. Although not
at the cutting.edge of stience and technology, this type of research ensures
that results c'an rdally be used in practice. Wbrk sho-tjld be concentrated in
areas where there is-a realistic prospect of application. In this respect, the
proposed European Prenormative Research Associations (EPRA) and
EPRA-M (for Materials) could prove to be a realistic means of assessing
European requirements in this kind or research and providing a suitable
forum. The lnstitute has demonstrated its possibilities in this area and this
will hopefully lead to appropriate and usable standards. Such.work can
best be pursued as an international exercise and the Institute, by its nature,
is highly suited to such activities. The Institute should be encourageg !o
have a 

-coordinating 
role in the development of materials standards in

Europe, working closely with national standards laboratories. Work in this
area his to b6 consiiered of high importance when comparing the
situation in Europe with that in the U.S.A., or even increasing prenormative
efforts in Japan.

V. Exploratorv Research

The Visiting Group was impressed by and strongly supports.the exploratory
research piogrammes of the Institute. The Group considers exploratory
research io b-e an important means of stimulating scientists to feed new
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ideai into mainline activities and to exprlore alternative approaches and
new techniques suitable for application *ithin the Institute:

Such activities should be frequently reviiewed and either transferred to
mainline research or terminateid. To'emplhasise its exploratory cfraiacter, ii
is e.xpected that many projects would liel terminateb at 

"n'ejriv 
date to

make room for more promiiing ideas, only,lhs best being retained.

Networkinq

The.Visiting Group was pleased to see a positive attitude to networkinq in
the Institute. In its main fields, the InstitlLte could consider itself to be ihe
nat.ural leader (due to its competence) of net*orti,-bui-ii ihorU Ue
realised that at present, when reiearch funding is timited, resources would
|lavj to be provided by the Commission. In thal respect, access to compete
rn Framework Programme. Shared Cost rActions might be handled 6n a
collaborative level with other research units, thus f6rming the bisis of a
network. In addition, if the Institute was a full partner ii BRITE/EURAM
programmes it would greatly strengthen colliboration between the
Institute and leading laboratories in the Member States.

Members of the Grou.p pointed outthat e:rchanges should be two-way andthat mobility must be expected from JRc st5ff as well as from iheirpartners. Th.is would be of great benefit for knowledge transfer and
acquir.ing and passing-on new laboratory techniques. Visit-s stroutO inctuOi
established scientists which would furthbr increaie the Institute s visiUifii/
in the outside world.

The possibility of PhD students dividinq tlheir time more equallv between
the JRC and their universities should be examined (six months iir each per
year).. JRC staff could aid in the setting-up of materials laboratories
elsewhere in Member States.

Vll. Publications

The Group wgs pleased tg seg a good level of 43 articles published in
gpproprlate international .scientific_ journals during the year, and
favourably imp-ressed. by the level of 52 iapers contrlbuftd lo-iniernjtional
conterences ot which 15 were invited. These figures demonstrate the
interest shown in the Institute's work in the inter-national arena. There
were also some 22 articles in European journals and 28 papers to European
conferences.

Vlll. Future Scientific Trends

The Visiting Group strongly qgreed .with the Director's plan for the Institute
that interfaces in materilli sh-ould be the major them5. fhe struaure and
properties of interfaces are critical to the peiformance of a wide ringe oi
materials, partrcularly high temperature materials, and interfaces are not
well understood.
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Manaqement

The Institute was well managed, with scientific staff enthusiastic and
spending a high proportion of tlheii time on scientific and technical tasks.

The systematic use of workshops in assessing new possibilities and the
follow up audits of activities das shown to 5e effeitive. However, the
Institute should not be overburdened with irrelevant committees and in
that connection Members of the Group did not feel that the local Scientific
Committee served any useful purpose. Scientific or managerial advice
could be better obtained from academic and industrial scientists of
requisite experience and from proven managerial experts.

ldeas from staff members would seem to be adequately catered for by the
possibilities opened by exploratory research activities.

The ratio of support staff to scientists was felt to be rather high in
comparison with universities and many industrial laboratories.

The transfer of responsibility to local Directors was recognised and
encouraged. ln that respect, maximum transparency of overall budget and
staff matters was essential. However, much was to be desired in the
recruitment of staff which appeared too slow and rigid for a scientific
institute.

In view of the relatively high man/year costs, the Institute rnusi concentrate
on its core activities where its exceptional results were'vital to a successful
reaction from potential clients and scientific collaborators.

X. Recommendations

. The Director should be Eiven more managerial responsibility,
particu larly in staff appointments.

. The Institute should move towards a "core plus competitive" funding
model.

. The lnstitute should aim at obtaining 10o/o of its funding from
external contract work from industry over the next few years.

. The'lnstitute should be allowed to participate fully in Framework
Programme schemes such as BRITE/EURAM. lt should obtain about
20% of its funding competitively from such schemes over the next few
year.s.

o Work on advanced high temperature materials should continue as the
main core activity.

. . An applied mechanics expert should be added to the team.

. Transfer of non-destructive testing staff from lspra to Petten should
be completed without delay.

. Surface modification work needs clearer alignment towards industrial
needs.

4t

tx.
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. com.puter modelling -should be increased where appropriate and
maximum use made bf networking with other organi'sitiohs to meet
these needs.

o A programme of exchanges of scientists with other orqanisations
should be set up. JRC staff should be included in exchangei.

. The prenormative area should be developed as a typical JRC activity.

. The JRC should be source of impartial advice and expertise on '
materials standards. Publication in the most respected scientific journals should be
encouraged.

. An early decision should be taken on the future of the cyclotron

. Open access data bases should beset up where possible.

. Th.g long+lrm research. plan of interfaces in materials is a highly
suitable path for the Institute to follclw.
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Annex ll

visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre's
Institute for Advanced Materials (lAM) - Petten and lspra

Scope of Visitinq Groups

The chief scope of Visiting Groups is to perform evaluations, taking into account
the objeaives as set out for the 1992-1994 period (in Councildocuments, relevant
papqr: for the Board of Governors, JRC Annual Workschedules, budget, etc.), to
provide recommendations on the proper course to be followed by the Institute
visited in view of the stated objectives, and to apply in the evaluatlons, elements
of the methodology proposed for research returni ahd effectiveness.

The Visiting Group should:

- perform an evaluation of all activities of the Institute against its stated
objectives, with particular emphasis on the impact the res-ults of the work
has had on the user of this research, and the degree of collaboration
established with national research laboratories, as well as with industry;

- assess the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of the work
and results for the Community;

- judge all aspects of the efficiency and impact of the work, taking into
account the particular status of the JRC (its independence in the Community)
in comparison with similar national laboratories;

- provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations and
assessments performed ;

- express recommendations for the future development of the Institute with
regard to the overall strategic plans for development of the JRC in the
med ium-term and lon g-term.

1.

2.

Terms of Reference

To evaluate progress in performing work in accordance with the objectives
set out in Council Resolution 921C118/03 and Council Decisions92l2T3lEEC,
92127 lEuratom and 921275/Euratom, documents addressed to the Board of
Governors, the JRC's Annual Workschedules, budget etc., and to review
progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the last
Evaluation Panel.

To ensure that the Institute has effective mechanisms to set its local scientific
objectives, monitor progress towards those objectives and evaluate outputs.
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3. To review the various research activities to assess:

a) the:scientific quality and productivity of the Institute;

b) whether full advantage is being taken of scientific opportunities in the
light of funding and other constrairrts;

c) the relevance of the work with resp,ect to Community needs, including
the relevance of work performbd for external customers, whefr
applicable.

To assess the effectiveness of the scientific management leadershlp within
the Institute.

To advise on whether the Institute has been making efficient, effective'and
economical use of resources in carrying out its programmes ,and
management functions. Resources include manpower, money, services,
facilities, data and equipment.

To review the extent and effectiveness of the Institute's external scientific
links, including relationships with re:;earch organisations, the higher
education sector, industry and governnlent departments in the Member
States, as well ai outside the European Community.

7 . To examine the relationship of the lnstiturte's work in general, to the mission
of the Joint Research Centrb and to its forward strategic planning.

4.

5.

6.

8. To make reconrmendations and report to the Board of Governors of the
Joint Research Centre.
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Haruetl, 15.11.93

REFORT OF

VISITING GROI,JP FOR TEE EVALUATION OF THE HIGH FLTIX
REACTOR AT TIIE JOINT RESEARCH CEIVTRE'S INSTITUTE

FOR N)VAI{CED MATERIAL (PETTEN)

SI.JMMARY

The HFR (Petren) is being managed and operated in a competent and professional manner.

The main research programmes using the HFR are likely to decline significantly. The JRC

management should produce a future strategy for the HFR in collaboration with the

sponsors/customers

-l-
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vIsrrING GROUP FOR Tm EVALUATION OF THE grGH FLIIX
REACTOR AT TIIE JOINT RESEARCH CEI{IRE'S INSTITUTE

FOR ADVAI{CED I\{ATERIAL (PETTEIY)

IN]RODUCTION

At the invitation of the Board of Governorr, 
-IRC, 

the Visiting Group (for membership see

Appendix 1) anended the Institute for Advanced Materials - High Flux Reactor for a number

of days during June/July 1993. In total, some 15 man days were expended on the visit.

In that time, a wide range of technical and scientific topics were covered and therefore it
must be recognised that comments, conclusions and recommendations frorn the Visiting
Group are made as general supporting, constnrctive advice rather than specific criticisms of
the operations.

The specific scientific and technical objectives for the High Flux Reactor (HFR) are given

in Annex I to the Council Decision No921275/Euratom of 29 nprit 1992. The principal
objectives are: . r 

-_ .

I The safe operation of the HFR in Petten. This comprises routine operation of the

facility for more than 250 days/year, fuel cycle management and safety and quality
management.

2 Efficient utilisation of the reactor in a wide scope of topical sectors: irradiation testing

of materials for fission reactors, as well as for future thermonuclear fusion reactors,

neutron applications to solid state physics and materials sciences investigations,

radioisotope production and related activities, neutron radiography as a non-

destructive testing method, and treatment of certain types of cancer with neutrons

(BORON Neutron Capture Therapy) and related research.

The more general objectives are concurrent with the Joint Research Centre's (JRC)

mission and are higtrlighted in the scope for the Visiting Groups. The Visiting Group

should:

. perform an evaluation of all activities of the Unit against its stated objectives, with
particular emphasis on the impact the results of the work has had on the users of this

iesearch, anO the degree of coUaboration established with national research

laboratories, as well as with industry;

o assess the scientific qualiry of the work and the appropriateness of the work and

results for the Community;

o judge all aspects of the efficiency and impact of the work, taking into account the

particular status of the JRC (its independence in the Community) in comparison with

similar national laboratories;

-Ja
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provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations and assessments
performed;

express recommendations for the furure developrnent of the Unit with regard to the
overall strategic plans for development of the JRC in the medium:term and long-term.

This report wiil be organised following the order set out in the Terms of Reference
(see Appendix 2) with the Group's recommendations for each point summarised under
'Conclusions'.

WORI( IN ACCORDANCE WTNI OBIECTTYES

o The IIFR is operated in a safe manner with dub attention to safery and quality
management. It is operated with a high degree of availability for about 265 days per
year with very few unforeseen shutdowns.

. The 'Work and Action Plan' for qualiry assur:rnce is being implement* 
", -adequate pace with all essential elements comprleted and regular reviews of the

ongoing activities which follow from the plan.

. The fuel cycle, being dependent on the United States (US), is not currently closed due
to the ongoing review of the US' fuel policy.

. Spent fuel elements are stored on the site which has adequate facilities for storage
(these can aiso be increased in increments) for the short and medium term.

. The IIFR uses High Enriched Uranium tliEUl fuel and has adequate suppliers for this
type of fuel in the medium-term. The technical and economical implications of an
eventual conversion to Low Enriched Uranium is being reviewed at present and so
far it appears to be technically feasible. The decision to change from HEU to LEU
remains a predominantly political one.

. Particular attention was paid to the condition of the plant and its situation vis-a-vis
its operational safety. The IIFR is found to conform to the requirements of the
Netherlands Kernfysische Dienst (KFD), the safery authority concerned. At the same
time, a programme of continuous upgrading is pursued to take advantage of
technological progress and to conform to the latest evolutions in good practice.

CONCLUSIONS

The HFR meets the fust principal objective.

The HFR is a multi-purpose Oak Ridge Research-t)rpe (ORR-type) light water reactor
having a potentia,l use for a wide range of sectors. It has been utilised in all the areas
mentioned in the second principal objective.

As far as the operational efforts are concerned, theue has been an efficient utilisation
to the satisfaction of the 'customers'.

u

a
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The utilisation is dominated by 'customer-controlled' programmes with little overlap
and collaboration with JRC programmes, but adequately supponed by the HFR
Division of the JRC.

Therefore, the responsibility for the scientific quaiity and rate of progress for the
programmes utilising the HFR lies mainly with the 'customers'.

EFTICIEI{CY

The Visiting Group was able to interview representatives from user organisations.

NETEERLANDS

Netherlands' users provided most of their own design and manufachrring services for
their own experiments. They also assured day-to-day operation of the reactor under
contract and were therefore naturally disposed to comment favourably on efficiency.

It was felt that the Netherlands had received a fair share of the available positions up

to the present. However, there was now felt to be some over-capacity, particulary
with beam-tube utilisation where the facilities were no longer of international standard

and could be closed without serious loss of scientific impact, nevertheless, such work
is actively pursued elsewhere in the Netherlands and future requirements should be

carefullv checked.

GERMANIY

o German project leaders from both I(FA Jtifich and KFK Karlsruhe were Present and

irradiation programmes concerning light water reactors, high temperature gas-cooled

reactors, fast reactors and thermonuclear fusion R&D were discussed.

. All claimed that the service received from Petten staff was outstanding and the HFR
highly suiuble in its technical characteristics, in its reliability and in the large number

of irradiation days per ye:r. Petten engineers participated in project planning and

final reporting.

o Unfortunately, due to reductions in government sponsorship, work on fast reactors

would be reduced to a small collaborative programme with Cadarache with perhaps

two core and one peripheral position in use in the HFR. firis continuation was partly

due to the unique faciliry which allowed tests on fuel previously irradiated in Phenix.

o A similar situation existed foi }fm projects, where almost no work would be

continued. There might still be occasional irradiations on steel and special coatings,

but these would not be on a constant basis.

m

a
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Concerning light water reactor (LUIR') fuel irradiations. the very flexible poolside
facility and the abiliry to eqrploy it for testing power reactor fuels already burned up
in power plants would continue to provide some work. It was envisaged to use about
three poolside facility positions in the future.

In the absence of a dedicated 14 MeV neutron siource for fusion materials R&D, rhe
HFR was still making valuable contributions in a variety of irradiation projects
concerned with 'first wall' materials, breeder materials and in the future some
comPonent testing. Complementary work would also be performed in fast reactors.
Both types of reactor were needed for irradiation tests by the Fusion Programme at
the present time.

A dip in programme funding was expected in the near future, followed by a later
extension to new materials and perhaps componrents.

Overall, a reduction in present German activ:ities by at least fifty per cent was
indicated.

COMMT]MTY

The Community Fusion Programme also planned to operater a modest programme of
materials irradiations on a regular basis to measure creep and other mechanical
properties in low activadon structural materials. Irradiations on Tritium permeation
through breeder blanket component materials were also performed. The size of these
programmes was only limited by available funds.

The JRC's institute for Transuranium Elements at Karlsruhe hope to begin some
collaborative irradiations in a nerwork with CEr\ and ECN beginning in 1995.

OTIIER COIJNTRIES

Apart from Netherlands and Germany, little,scientific work or scientists use the I{FR.
As a Communiry facility there is a need to encoumge wider use of HFR for research
and scientific training.

RADIOISOTOPES

The primary use to which the reactor had been put was materials testing. However,
isotope production for'medical and industrial purposes has been a 'by-product' of
HFR exploitation from the beginning. The Visitirng Group received strong signals of
increasing interest in these possibilities from representatives of European isotope
manufacturers.

They expected to use up to thirry per eent of thre reactor capacity, and realised that
in so doing, a commercial price would have to be paid for neutrons. This would

-6-
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imply an increase in.the'cost of the final producr and such a change in policy could
only be innoduced to the market at.a reasonable rate.

However, with a decline in the materials irradiations' contribution to reactor cosrs,
isotope production could no longer be considered as a by-product of materials testing
and a normal tariff would have to be applied.

On the other hand, although the reactor was suitable technically and production
facilities were available, a more commercial anitude would have to be adopted by '

both management and staff if industrial-scale production was attempted. Importance
'should be given to ensuring maximum compatibility beueen materids testing

schedules and isotope production, taking into account openting schedules of other
European reactots producing medical isotopes. A considerably increased demand was
foreseen in the future.

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) was being developed at Petten and if
successful, could provide facilities to heat patients, initially with gliomas and later
perhaps with a number of other inuactable tumours. .This could provide an important
task for the reactor until other more convenient special purpose facilities could be
developed.

CONCLUSIONS

The competence of the staff and the capability of performing difficult irradiation
studies using sophisticated techniques is recognised by the clientele.

The requirements for irradiations from the European nuclear power industry have
dwindled and a reorientation of strategy is badly needed.

An ability to respond more directly to commercial needs might be advantageous.

a
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rV OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

I To date, the operation of the HFR has been carriecl out in a satisfSctory manner with:

o high technological standards;
. good operational performance;
o high degree of customer satisfaction;
. excellent safety record.

2 The JRC-IIFR operation has been input-driven with no incentive to cut the cost of the

operation.

3 Utilisation to date has mainly focused on progranrmes originating in the sponsoring

countries.both of which signal declining needs for the forttrcoming programme period.

Only a small part of the utilisation has been on a Community basis.

4 The Fourth Framework Programme proposal, as already discussed in the Council,
does not indicate an increased Communiry need.

5 The IIFR is facing a rapidly changing situation:

. some German programmes have ceased, some are declining;

. the Fourth Framework Programme proposal foresees further reduction in the

nuclear area (fission);
. the needs of the future fusion programme have not been clarified at this stage;
. the beam research at the IIFR is no longer supported by the ECN and the

possibility of a complete closing down of such research must be foreseen;
. the demand for radioisotopes is rising, hovrever, the situation of NTD silicon

is uncertain and there seems to be limited additional European industrial need;
. BNCT project is promising but is stilt at a speculative stage as a basis for a

potential customer programme.

6 All of the above means that the overall use will fall unless vigorous actions are taken

to bring in new customers.

7 The HFR operation has been demand-driven with management focus on operations,
safety and technological improvements.

8 There is a need for an output oriented strategy to ensure the continued efficient
utilisation of the HFR and its facilities.

9 The strategy should identify the future core-customer base and the optimal
organisation structure.

l0 The core customer base could be: '

o the fusion programme - well-estabiished Eluropean programme;
o production of radioisotopes - catering to Eiuropean-industry on a commercial

basis;

-8-
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. a fission programme concerning the fuel cycle and nuclear safety - transition
from national programmes to a Community-based progrrmme.

. BNCT - a European project with perspectives for a public service medical
Programme.

The pursuit of these diverse needs urd oppornrnities in a successful manner requires
proactive planning and constructive interactions between the HFR management and
the customers.

The organisation must be adapted to customer requirements with clearly defined
responsibilities for developing each of the core business areas.

An output'oriented approach will require sustained attention to cost-effectivenebs.

If vigorous actions are taken now, a smooth transition from the present input-driven
programmb (1992-1995), to a new output-oriented programme for the next
muldannual period could be achieved.

-9-
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V RECOMMEI\IDATIONS

I As owner of the facility, the Gommission should actively Pursue the idendficadon of
future requirements for the HFR.

2 JRC management should genente a draft strategy (result - and output - oriented) for
the IIFR ii collaboration with the customers.

3 Aim to achieve consensus from sponsors on the above straegy as a basis for a new ,
multiannual programme

4 On the basis of the above, decide optimal organisation structure and modus operandi

to implement strategy.

5 Clearly identify responsibiliry for implementation of the strategy.

6 The fuel cycle liabilities must be covered 6ss6,iallj

7 The issue of responsibility for funding decommissioning must be resolved.

8 In view of increasing commercial usage of the HFR teactor, there is a need to
develop a more autonomous financial and management structure to become oulPut-
oriented.

9 A vigorous and lateral approach needs to be takdn to review all aspecB of the cost

srucrure.

The Vi3iting Group are indebted to Professor E Hondrori, and the JRC Directorate at Petten,

the ECN IIFR staff who provided the detailed information and guided tours around HFR, and

the custorners who were, willing to come to Petten to be interviewed by the Visiting Group.

- l0-
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VISTilNG GROT'P MEI\{BER,SEIP

Mr John Baxter (Chairman)
Director
Engineering Project Management
AEA Technology

Mr Lucien Gilles
Head of Testing Reactors Department
Cenue d'Etudes de Saclay. Commissariat i I'Energie Atomique (CEA)

Dr Roberto Rani6n Gonzalez Amado
Head of the Department of Engineering
Escuela T6cnica Superior de Ingenieros y Industriales
Universidad Carlos Itr

Dr Jorgen Kjems
Director, Research
Riss National Laboratory

Secretary
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Appendix U

TERIVIS OF REFERENCE

To evaluate progress in performing work in accordance with the objecrives set out in
Council Resolution 92lCLl8/03 and Council Decisions gZtzT3tEEC-, g2lZT4lEuratom
and 92/275lEuratom, documents addressed to the Board of Governors, the IRC's
Annual Work Schedules, budget etc, and to review progress in the implementation
of the recommendations of the last Evaluation panel.

To ensure that the InstituteiUnit has effective mechanisms to set its local scientific
objectives, monitor progress towards those objectives and evaluare ouqputs.

To review the various research activities to assess:

a) the scientific quality and productiviry of the unit/Institute;

b) whether full advantage is being taken of scientific oppornrniries in the light of
funding and other constraints;

c) the relevance of the work with respect to Community needs, including the
relevance of work performed for external customers, when applicable.

To assess the effectiveness .of the scientific management leadership within the
Institute/Unit.

5. To advise on whether the Institute/Unit has been making efficient, effective and
economical use of resources in carrying out its programmes and management
functions. Resources include manpower, rnoney, services, facilities, data and
e4uipment

To review the extent and effectiveness of the Institute's/Unit's external scientific
links, including relationships with research organisations, the higher education secror,
industry and government departments in the Member States, as well as outside the
European Communiry

To examine the relationship of the Institute's/Unit's work in general, to the mission
of the Joint Research centre and to its forward strategic planning.

To make r@ommendations and report to the Board of Governors of the Joint
Research Cenue.

2.

J.

A5.

6.

7.

8.
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14 June 1994

REPORT OF THE GROUP FOR THE EVALUATION
OF THE JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE'S INSTITUTE FOR TRANSURANIUM

ELEMENTS (tTE) tN KARLSRUHE

I. INTRODUCTION

A group of scientists experienced in various aspects of nuclear fuet and actinide
research and development (R & D) was invited by the Board of Governors of
lhe Joint Research Centre (JRC) to evaluate the work of the JRC's Institute for
Transuranium Elements (lTE) in Karlsruhe. Members (see Annex l) visited the
Institute on 21 and 22 February and assessed the Institute and its activities on
the basis of the Terms of References set out in Annex ll.

The visit comprised a presentation of the Institute and its programmes by the
Director and presentations by senior scientists on the following activities:

- nuclear fuel safety;
- spent fuel characterization;
- nuclear chemistry;
- basic actinide research.

Discussions were held with statf responsible for organization, finance and
management of the institute, future scientific perspectives were examined and
a number of laboratories were visiled.

Finally, members of the Group were able to meet representatives from clients
for whom third party contracts are being performed (e.g. Siemens and Alpha-
Medical (AI(ZO).

It ACTIVITIES AT ITE

The Institute's programmes and projects during the 1990-1994 programme
period are distributed as follows:

. Specific Programmes

- Basic Safety Research on Nuclear Fuels
- Safety Aspects of Fuel Operation and Handling
- Actinide Determination and Recycling
, Characterization of Waste Forms and High Burn-up Fuel

- Actinide Research



dx

Exploratory Research

- Acoustic Aerosol Scavenging witfr Ultra and Infrasound
- Study of Advanced Fuel Cycles
- Thermal lmaging of lrradiated Fuel Rod Sections

Scientific - Technical Support to Community Policies

- Development and Testing Methods;; Execution of Safeguards Analysis;
Installation and Operation of On-Site Laboratories for Safeguards
Analyses

Work for Third Parties (major contracts)

- Post lrradiation Examination of LIVR fuel rods
- Post'lrradiation Examination PHEBUS
-' Interaction Fuel-Cladding
- Preparation, lrradiation and PIE of Minor Actinide Containing Fuels
- Fuel Analysis and Characterization
- Preparation of Radionucleides for Therapeutical Application

ilr sPEc|Frc PRoGRAMMES

These areas comprise work performed undelr the Third Framework Programme
and they are part of the following JRO-programmes:

- Reactor safety
Radioactive waste management

- Actinides in nuclear luel cycle salety

The specific programmes of the Institute as a whole depend oh its expertise
and equipment in the field of transuranium elements, especially the actinides.

, Although the specific programmes cover quite a large scientific and technical
area a common feature is the highly speciali:zed hot cells sealed against escape
of alpha particle contamination and shielded against high energy gamma
radiation. These very expensive installiations in combination with the
experienced staff give the Institute a urnique position in European and
internationalnuclear research. This position is recognized worldwide and should
be maintained even if the interest in'nuctearr energy at present is declining in
Europe. This recommendation is based on the meiit of a number of individual
research programmes which will be described shortly in the following.

1. Basic safety research in nuclearfuels oovers a number of projects mainly
concerned with fuels lor light water reactors t(LWR's). In parallelto experimental
studies a fuel performance code TRANSURANUS is developed and validated.
This work is important in the light of the many LWR's operating in Europe as' it ensures continuity in European research on both basic and applied problems
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with impact on safety and economy. The activities within this programme related
lo a number of projecls carried out for third parties, especially the post
irradiation examination (PlE) work. However, due to commercial restrictions the
research activities cannot fully benefit from the resutts from such PIE work. This
has a drawback and a solution should be sought when future contracts are
negotiated

2. Safety aspects of tuet operation and handtingdeal with investigations of
advanced fuels and with transport and dispersion of radioactive aerosol
particles in nuclear facilities. lndividual projects within this programme have
important"safety aspects for different parts of the fuel cycle. However, the
overall objective of 'this programme could be defined more stringently.

3. Actinlde Determination and recycting activitiesare mainly concerned with
the transmutation of long lived nuclear waste constituents (minor actinides) into
shorter-lived fission products. This programme is an excellent example of the
special expertise of the Institute being applied to a problem of high relevance
to society in dealing with waste from past and present nuclear facilities. lt is
also within this area that the work for third parties has been economically most
successful.

4. Characterization af waste forms and of high burn-up fuetcovers efforts
to model the consequencel of water intrusion into an underground fuel deposit.
As is the case for programme lll 3 this programme aims at reducing the risk of
storing nuclear waste. lt is a good example of the uniqueness of the Institute
in combining specialized experimental work with high level theoretical work
including computer modelling.

5. Actinide research covers basic research of the physical and chemical
properties o'f the actinide group of elements. Within this area the Institute has
an internationally acknowledged expertise both theoretically and experimentally.
These in-depth studies ol actinides are important to extend our knowledge of
this important group of materials but the research is also necessary to
understand a number of technological problems related to the fuel cycle. This
research on actinides should be continued but its uniqueness in the European
framework could be more emphasized. One possibility is to promote the
facilities and expertise as a European laboratory of excellence open for
scientists from the member states in parallel to laboratories and installations
participating in EU's Large Installation Programme (LlP). lt is realized that such
a status as a user-oriented facility will require extra resources, especially new
staff. However, in all cases a consideration of the statf situation in this area is
urgent in order to ensure continuity as senior staff is now near retirement.

WORK FOR COMMISSION SERVICES

The safeguarding of nuclear materials is an important task of the Commission
(DG I and DG XVll) and of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). The



Institute is able to contribute effectively to this important task. The Institute,s
chemical expertise is exploited in speiieiized chemical analyses of samples
taken from nuclear installations by safeguards inspectors. An automated in-cell
analytical machine has been devetoperJ at tTE to improve accuracy and
convenienceandhasbeenwidelyadoptede|sewhere.

As a further development of this service, the Institute is providing analytical on-
site laboratories at Sellafield and Cap la lHague which will perf|rm th; butk of
these analysis.

In the area of nuclear safeguarding in Eiurope the Group must point to the
essential part now being played by the Ins;titute, its success being attributed to
its expertise in a number of disciplines.

WORK FOR THIHD,PARTIES

The group applauded the Institute' success in winning contracts - some of them
of very.long duration. From 1990 up to the end of .tlanuary 1g94 orders have
been placed for work worth about 18 MEI3U. ln total 23 contracts have been
received and it is noticed that two large contracts received in 1990 and 1991
amount to 85% of the total contract volume. The remaining 21 contracts are all
below 0.5 MEcu with an€yerage about 0.1 MEcu. In thi period 1992 - 1994
(per 15/2) the Institute has received 18 contracts amounting to about 2 MECU.
About 60% of this volume (9 contractsi) falls within th-e area of nuclear
chemistry

The discussion of the relationships behind the Institute and its clients included
two interviews summ arized in the following:

- I representative from siemens (Dr, Manzel) was appreciative of the
Institute's activities under contract on high burn-up iuels for LWR's.
Siemens' hot cells had been ctosed some years previously and the
transfer of work to ITE has proved to be very satisfactory. ClienVcontractor
relations were excellent and at present it was expected that the
association would continue in future. The Institute's stafi, equipment and
service provided were felt to be excellent in quality and administrative
procedures, relatively light. Scientific cotlaboration witn the staff of the
Instilute worked well in certain areas, whereas other fields, for example
fuel performance code activities were excluded lor proprietary reasons.

- A. representative of Alpha Medical (Dr. Geerlings) was also appreciative
of the lnstitute's work on a contract concerning tne separation of certain
radioactive actinide isotopes in the production of a radiopharmaceutical
agent for the treatment of certain oancers. The tnstitute's skills and
installations were being used to develop sujtable separation chemistry and
Alpha Medical hoped to launch clinicil trials in some montn6 in
collaboration with an institute in New york.
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The group discussed in general the Institute's work for third parties and noted
that the contracts reeeived fitted well with the core programmes, thus in many
cases a synergetic effect can be expected. The Group was also pleased to see
the lacilities of the lnstilute being applied on projects of commercial interest. tt
was realized that in such cases full openness of the work cannot be expected,
but it was emphasized that results from third party work, wlldngver possibte,
should be made available for the Institute's own research possibty with certain
restrictions on publication.

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH

The Visiting Group welcomes the 5 - 6% exploratory r'esearch carried out at the
lnstitute. This was seen both as a means of exploring possible new areas of
activity for the Institute and of trying out ideas for later incorporation into core
activities.

However, attention is drawn to acoustic agglomeration techniques which have
been subject for some years of repeated studies covering various possible
methods or applications. when a technique or discovery is proven by an
exploratory activity, it should either be exploited by commercialdevelopment or,
if of a suitable nature, incorporated into the mainstream of the Institute's
scientific activities. This rylll then release funds for new exploratory research
which should not be pursued further than proof of the principle.

The group discussed specifically the project 'Evaluation of Potentialities of
Alternative Fuel Cycles' and it was felt that this activity at present should be
limited to theoretical work and should not include planning of irradiation
experiments. The reason'for this recommendation by the group is the lack of
European accord on the problems proposed to be investigated.

COLLABORATION

The group acknowledged the widespread international collaboration in
practically all research areas of the Institute. The group was, however, surprised
to learn about the very limited exchange of scientists taking place for longer
periods between the lnstitute and its collaborators.

VIII ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS

1. The group inquired about the Institute's organization vis a vis the
administrative structure of the JRC. Of special interest to the Group was
the technical and administrative responsibilities on the different levels at
the Institute. The Director explained how the system worked which was
more or less according to tradition as detailed written procedures had not
been worked out. The group did not pursue this point but suggeSts it lor

vtl
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future consideration.

In order to evaluate the activities of the Institute against its stated
objectives the Group asked for a de:;cription of such objectives. Such a
description was given verbally by the Director but written documentation
was not available. lt is, however, the general impression that overall
objectives are adhered to in the various programmes. However, the lack
of well-defined written objectives makes it impossible forthe group inmore
detail to evaluate activities agqinst otljectives

The project/programme managemenl system at the Institute appears to
operate effectively and to make good use of the time avaitable on the
various installations. Also the generral administration at the Institute
appears to be satisfactory. In general, the Group noted that the
organization of the Institute in units with atmost a constant number of staff
over the years may lead to a too rigid planning and some lack of freedom
in the formulation of new projects.

The staff situation was discussed and the Group expressed its concern at
the age structure of the institute. Much of the institute's experience and
expertise is concentrated in staff in charge of units and laboratories who
Wlll be retiring in the relatively near future. Future planning would have to
take into account th._e need to trans;fer knowledge and know-how to
successors who would have to be chosen well in idvance. Recruitment
to the JRC presents many difficulties, both in the setection 

"v.t*-rs"oin the Commission (difficulties in the specification of requirements) and in
the length of the process. A positive trend has been the increase in post
doctoral fellows which has increased from 2in 1991 to 17 in 1994, mainly
sponsored by the Mobility 

. 

programrme. This was considered highly
satisfactory as youlq scientists now can qualify and hopefully prejent
themselves as candidates for future positions at the Institute.

IX OUTPUT

The number of articles published in scientific journals increased from 35 in 19g0
to 40 in 1993, together with a similar trend in contributions to conferences which
increased lrom 72 to 106 respectively. This is considered to be a good output
of high scientific quality for such an inititute c,onsidering that much o-f its prodlct
is issued in the form of data, analytical results, etc.

X RECOMMENDATIONS

1. I-!'application of present and future knowledge and expertise existing at
ITE to the problems 

. of the safe nranagement of nuclea, eneigy,
particularly in dealing with the sensitrive area of nuclear waste is an
important objective. This mission will remain of high significance in the

2.

3.

4.
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foreseeable future for Union Member States, whatever the outcome of
debates on the use of nuclear fission energy and must remain the focus
of development at the Instilute. In such development nuclear chemistry
appears to be an important growth area contributing to a large number of
research projects.

In view of the continuing need for research and information on the actinide
elements and their behaviour, together with the very restricted number of
institutes where such work can be carried out, the Group strongly
recommends th'at efforts be made to continue and develop the ITE core
activities with emphasis on the basic understanding of actinide chemistry
and physics. To accomplish this task effectively it is essential that the level
of statf excellence is maintained. lt is suggeited that facilities and statf
within this area are expanded in order to establish a .user facility, for
European scientists similar to those within the 'Large Instaliation
Programme".

Work in support of other DGs is clearly an essential role of the JRC and
the Instilute, as its specialists can provide important help in a number of
?rgas. The Group welcomes the use made of the lrE by DG | (IAEA) and
DG XVll (Euratom) for the analysis (both on-site and in the Institute) of
samples taken by safeguards' inspectors from nuclear plant and facilities.
The contribution bytle Institute is very considerable and inust continue.

Making dvailable services and facilities to .the outside world under
contracts is an important aspect of the Institute's activities and is to be
strongly encouraged. At present this activity is on a satisfactory level but
a certain increase should be planned for taking the following points into
consideration: (i) The work for third parties should as far as possible
support the Institute's own research and the results should be made open
at least to the scientists at the Institute for their own use. (ii) In the
promotion of work for third parties it must be assured that the staff
distribution at the Institute is so flexible that successful units can get the
necessary support. (iii)The amount of contract work should not be allowed
to increase to a level where core activities might be jeopardized.

Attenlion should be focused on exploratory research to make certain that
it really is "exploratory" in nature rather than repetitive anci where possible,
points to potential new developments in the Institute's core. activities in
science and technology. New work on alternate fuel cycles is not
encouraged as it does nol appear to fulfil the above requirements.

The project/programme management system appears to operate efficiently
and to make good use of the time available on the various installations.
However, the.manpower distribution into units of almost constant size over
the years appears to be too rigid both in establishing new research
priorities and in promoting work for third parties.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7
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7. serious consideration has to be giverr to ensuring that statf replacements
will be of exceptional quality if the Insiitute is to maintain its position in the
scientific world. The present,system does not appear to be either
adaptable enough nor rapid.enough to meet that end and the exact
specification ol requirements for scientific posts must lie wilh the Institute
rather than centrally. 

:

lf resources can be found, the fruits of the work at the Insthute could be
best disseminated by further increasing the numbers of post graduate and
post doc,toral fellows in the Institute. l\t present levels ol scientific A staff,
some 15 Postgraduates and 25 Post Doctoral fellows might be foreseen.
In this connection the exchange for longer periods of scientists is
encouraged to establish more firm anrl vivid Contacts between the Institute
and the universities and national laboratories wilh which it collaborates.

8.

I
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Annex ll

visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research centre's
Institute for Transuranium Elements (lTE) - Karlsluhe

Scope of Visitinq Groups

The chief scope of Visiting Groups is to perform evaluati.ons, takinq into account
the objectives as set out for the 1992-1994 period (in Council docurients, relevant
papqr: for the Board of $overnors, JRC Ainual Workschedules, budget, etC.l, to
p.rovide recommendations on the proper course to be followei bv itre'tnstitiri;
visited in view of the stated objectives, and to apply in the evaluations, etemenii
of the methodology proposed for research returni aha erectivenesi.

The Visiting Group should:

- pprforrn an evaluation of all activities of the Institute aqainst its stated
obiectives, with particular emphasis on the impact the resllts of the ;;;k
has had on the user of this'research, and the deqree of collaboration
established with national research laboratories, as wellas with industry;

assess the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of the work
and results for the Community; - -r r. - r- .-

judge all. aspects of the efficie.ncy_alp i1npact of the work, taking into
account the partic.ular status of the JRC (its independence in the Comm-unity)
in comparison with similar national laboratories;

- provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations and
assessments performed ;

- express recommendations for the future developrnent of the lnstitute with
regard to the overall strategic plans for deveiopment of the JRC in the
mediu m-term and long-term.

Terms of Reference

To evaluat-e prog.ress in performing work in accordance with the objectives
set out in Council Resolution 92/C118/03 and Council Decisionsg2lZi3lEEC,
92127AlEuratom and 92127 5/Euratom, documents addressed to the Board of
Governors, the JRC's Annual workschedules, budget etc., and to review
progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the last
Evaluation Panel.

To ensure that the Institute has effective mechanisms to set its local scientific
oblectives, monitor progress towards those oblectives and evaluate outputs.

1.

2.
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To review the various research activities to, assess:

a) the scientific quality and productivitll of the Institute;

b) whether full advantage is being taken of scientific opportunities in the
light of funding and other constraints;

c) the relevance of the work with resprtct to Community needs, including
the relevance of work performbri for external tustomers, whei
applicable.

To assess the effectiveness of the scienti{ic management leadership within
the Institute.

To advise on whether the Institute has beren making efficient, effective ahd
economical use of resources in carrying out- its programmes and
management functions. Resources inctlrdd manpower, money, services,
facilities, data and equipment.

To review the extent and effectiven€ss o,f the Institute's external scientific
links, including relationships with research organisations, the higher
education sector, industry.and government departments in the Member
States, as wel! as outside the European Community.

To examine the relationship of the institute's work in general, to the mission
of the Joint Research Centr'e and to its fonrvard strategTc planning.

To make recommendations and report to the Board of Governors of the
Joint Research Centre.

3.

4.

5.

.6.

7.

8.
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Report of the Visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre's' lnstitute for Systenis Engineering and Informatics, lspra, ltaly

Introduction

At the invitation of the Board of Governors of the Joint Research Centre
(JRC), members of the Visiting Group (see Annex l) spent the week of 11-
15 October 1993 at the Inititute for Systems Engineering and Informatics
(lSEl) at lspra reviewing the Institute's work and visiting its laboratories.

The obiectives for the Institute are to be found in the Technical Annex to
the JRCProgramme Proposal 1992-1994 (COM (91)281 final). These are:

"to be the European centre of excellence in the field of 'complex systems'
enoineerino. focussino on the evaluation and development of methods
adilressing-ihe safeti, standards and performance 'of 

systems which
involve industrial, social and environmental issues on a pan-European
scale.

In particular, to take the broad 'systems approach' to the understanding
of the human, societal and environmental implications of scientific,
technological and industrial developments in order to providg technical
advice fol the balanced social and industrial development of European
society.

The lnstitute for Systems Engineering and Informatics will shortly be
launching new initiatives ifr. the a-reas of Environmental Accident
Management, Safety at Work and later, Safety Critical Computer Systems
and a contribution to the proposed Centre for Earth Observation. This
work will build on the Institute's existing strengths in systems engineering
and informatics". (These initiatives have since been implemented.)

These oeneral obiectives are concurrent with the JRC's mission and are
highliglted in the paper defining the scope of the Visiting Groups. As set
ou1 in the terms of reference (see Annex ll), the Visiting Group should:

o €vEluate all activities of the Institute against its stated objectives,
with particutar emphasis on the impact the results of the work has
had dn the users df this research, and the degree of collaboration
established with national research organisatibns, as well as with
industry;

o ESS€ss the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of
the. work and results for the Community;

. judge all aspects of the efficiency and impact of the work, takilO
intdaccouni the particular status bf the JRC (its independence in the
Community) ln-comparison with similar national bodies;

o provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations
and assessments performed;

. express recommendations for the future develgPm.ent. of the
. Inititute with regard to the overall strategic plans for development

of the JRC in the medium-term and long-term.
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General Observations

lol.lh: purposes of this report, scientific and technical activities of theIn$ltute are orqanised into four blocks following the scheme adopted fortheir presentation.

These are:

1. Environmen_tHazards,lndustrial Environment;2. Renewable Energies;3. Nuclear Energy;4. Information Tichnologies.

The Visiting Group recognises the five-parrt purpose of the Institute:
. lo serve tl. European comrnunity by performing work forFramework programme specific actiJitlLs;-' ' -

r to render support to other Directorates General;

' to serve the. JRC Fy providing inliormatics services and advice toInstitutes and Head{ uirters;

o to perform wgrk under contract for third parties, making availableexpertise and facilities to European industry;

' to carrv out .exploratory research in order to maintain scientificvitatity in the.rnstitute;isiaii;;a i; d;6L;toots for the future.
Members were impressed gy thq diligent dispatch of routine, albeitimportant, tasks by the Instiiute (for i#rplere"iing lrre rvrXii'i'rolea :Majgr, Accident R.eporting fystem, - +;i ei"rire) t;i 

-;LJ'-noted
considerabte creativ'e woik (e.g. develofm;;i ;i ;"* ,eJirrementtechniques -for European solar-resting liitiit"tion (rirr)'1t.., 

""a intechn iq ues for non-intrusive su rveillan.d)

within the constr?inq of time, the Groupr applied three tests in reviewing
each scientific and technical activity:

o mission - is the,mission appropriate?, ls it adequately described? ls itsound? ls it followed ? ' - r

o transfer - how well do relevant facts, skills and ideas travel upstream,downstream and between parartei-'boaiei6;th ;ithil-;;i'*itnort
the JRC ? What are the products ?

c eudt.lty - is the work rigorous, fresh and relevant ? ls the value ofresults commensurate viith resourcels .onsumed t Ar;-;;;"#;;;i
methods appropriate ?

il.
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Scientific and Technical Activities

Block 1 - Environment Hazards, lndustrial Environfnent

The following activities are encompassed:

. industrial hazards (plant safety and reliability, safety critical
computer systems);

r aircraft incident reporting system;
r working environment;r occident prevention;
o reliability modelling of structures;
. industria'l haz'ards(Environmental planning);
r Support to DG Xl - Directorate General for Environmen!,.Nuclear

Saiety and Civil Protection - (directives on . major hazards,
biote-ch nology, envi ron menta I i mpact assessment, civil protecti on) ;

o optical and -holographic technoiogies applied to diagnostics and' information processing;
. .Centre for Earth Observation (CEO).

Comments

. The extension of techniques developed for the safe operation of
nuclear plants (where this has been the norm), to. complex
installatidns in other industrialised activities was welcomed.

. Members of the group were pleased to note the efforts to take
human factors inlo account when considering industrial safety.
Psychology-sociology disciplines were used rigorously in association
with physical science and engineering.

. In projects such as the FORMENTOR project (FVR.FK.4.projectllq. t9)
anb SfARS (Software Tools for the Analysis of Reliability and Safety),
the practicil implications for the safe-and economic operation of
proc'ess plant were appreciated. The close interest shown by industry
was not'ed (installatibh of a system by British Petroleum).- Attention
to the modification of plants 6ver tim-e would show benefits over the
whole life of complex installations.

. Concerninq the sub-project investigating stress amgng .air traffic
controllers] it *as titt ifrat such Information might -already be
obtainable from Eurocontrol or the U.5. authorities, and that the
study might only reinvent.existing techniques. lt was, however,
sound to-take this highly stressed frorking dnvironment as a model
for human stress in other working situations.

. The work on safety in complex systems and the interaction of human
beings with such iystems was cdnsidered to be useful in stimulating
work-outside the lnstitute and in supporting EC policy in the field.
The concepts could well be extended'to non-lethal systems such as

funds tranifer, trading and telecommunication applications.

. The studies on optical and holographic applications to non-intrusive
surveillance of s,.j.faces and solids were feitto be of high quality with
valuable future applications still to be explored.

8r

|il.
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!:i:ll,lgjh.^Centre.for Earth Observation (CEO), the Group sawan rmp.ortant role for the JRC in converting the votiime oi.rii"niivuninteltigibte satenite data int,o user-fri-endty iil;i i;r-;;;;;;applications. In anarogy, th.irsty peopre need'hetf,,-ii i["vl;;'i;drink from a fire hydranl.-This rdle s9em1 partlcula-iry appropriate tothe.JRC, which willbe seen as neutlaiana I"uiJieJ by 
"u"ntuar 

usersof the data.

Block 2 - Renewable Enerqies

This block comprises:

o photovoltaic systems;o transfer of solar technology;. 
1!ll-fitm photovottaic devli6s in buitdings;r solor energy and saving;o solor regio-rial program-mes.

Comments

. The Visiting, Group recognised the relevance of this work tod.eveloping the photovoltfic,indu:;t.y.in irilpe. tt wa.s impressed bythe urgency created Fv close seivicJ iontacts with numerousmanufacturers, several 
- with. napidiy changing . technologiJs.Response to requests- for service and 

-mastery-of th;idti;idr;;invof ved were impressive . '' t rr 's s!!' 'r

' l::*:tlq: of industriat costs. and undersranding state-of-the-artrecnno.logy were essential to the success of these ictivities and forfruitful relations with industry;

' 119^elPeaed accreditation of the EST| laboratory to tso 9000/cEN29000 standards and the f.ormar statrJ of -cJiiirratibn .ni rvp.
A p p ro va I ce rt i f i ca tes f o r t h i s I e a d i nr g -ed g e Jsti, it/ we re-*eico'. eo ;

' the Svstems Analysis and Monitoring.of Projects (ESA5) activity was
1"^1,::1 l"^pl?yidi,lo-ll_;lsupport-to a rairse of DG XVil (Enersy)
.p.glriy actrons and demonstrations. However, Members'of tldVisi ti n g. G ro up. we re not satisf i ed tlh at ttte *hlle'".o-n Jri.' inieto pewas beins addressed in the wor! ai; ;;;t #"i"gl i,;ii;;h;h rifeeconomic consequences should be inclfdeb in-oecisl6n-'iippon
svstems if they are to be respectea in ttre;;;.e;;i.r*,iiiij j' --

e nonns and standards which reflect leading-edge technology. wereclearry cruciar to the efficient *oi:iinl oiinl European market in

Bfock3-NuclearEnerov

This block comprises:

. fission safety;o sof€guards ind fissile materials management;- nuclear safeguards support indiuding collaboration with the
IAEA;- instrument and data evaluatiion for nuclear safeguards, seals
and tags;

ilt.2

ilr.3
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expert systems for energy auditinq, reliability and risk evaluation;
support-to the harmonisation of nuclear safety for thermonuclear
fusion;
operational safety, accident analysis and environmental studies;
neural networks for navigation oi a teleoperated vehicle.

Comments

. Work on nuclear safeguards. ond safety of nuclear plants is a
traditional JRC core ffnction, operatin6 in a highly'disciplined
environment. Research & Development is needed to meet new

. . requirements and to improve established methods. The
development of tamper-proof sealing .bolts, upgrading of' instruments and the introduction of advanced management
techniques for fissile materials were noteworthy examples.

. In the interests of non-proliferation of military nuclear materials and
their possible conversion to civil applications, it was felt that the JRC
should also be allowed to contribute to aspects of nuclear safeguards
relati n g to decomm issioned mi I itary materia l.

. The further development of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA)
techniques in monitoring and controlling safety throughout the- lifetime of nuclear plants was of clear importance.

. The Group was concerned that current informal project' management would prove inadequate where a number of JRC
Institutes located on several oeooraohicallv seoarated sites are
involved in connected programniei.-fh'e worli on nuclear safeguards
is a case in point.

Work on safety standards and engineering codes of practice for
{usion engineers wai clearly important in supporting the practical
implementation of a thermonuclear fusion reactor.

The Community Fusion programme is fully integrated and tightly
managed (led by DG Xll), and the JRC's contribution of some twenty
years -tanding is a small but impor:tant group of activities. The role
6t tset as a tdst and vatidation'centre f6r robotic blanket handling
devices, was felt to be appropriate to the Institute and should be
preserved. The practical experience gained will no doubt influence
design of fusion blanket elements in the ITER project.

Block 4 - Information Technolooies

The lnstitute is required to provide informatics services to the JRC and tci
other Commission Directorates General, while its budget for exploratory
research is minimal.

The in-house service function is in transition from a monopolistic main-
frame-based computinq centre to a distributed user-friendly network,
with the Institutd proiiding the communications backbone and some
advice to the user Institutes.

. The Group became aware that some difficulties are arising in the
necessary-balance between freedom of choice by user Institutes and
network integrity.

ilt.4
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' Some network disciplines had to be universally recognised, in theinterests of inter-operabirity ;d -;il;;t ;d;;ii;;"fi; rattera.ppeared to receive inadeqlate attention at preseht. The Unitshould be responsible for:

- lflyork architecture at communication and data formatting
levels;

- evaluation of new tools, so a$ to advise researchers throughout
the JRC on value for money and beit fraaicC;- Information Technology airditinginE tri;ii6r or good practicb
throughout the JRC bftraining a"nJ other means.

However, Institutes should be encouraged to acquire freely informaticsand ad va nced computi n g toors. to q.eej'theii tpiiirii.;*i;: d r.i"i n9 onexperience elsewhere in their scientific fieloi *-tiere approbri'bte. frre roteof lsEt shoutd.be to encourag; i;;;i ;;rti.e,'.na maintain essentialnetwork discipline

' fh. corporate informatics service has an important role to plav in thetons overrlue reform of the 
-inirlitiuduiai-;;d';;T;;itrative

services (ADIN) so as to rationalise:minagement ;;J'iinancial
systems, and to make better use of elvailable manpower.

' ,Several examples of excetlence anct innovation were observed, butmore.emphasis should be placed on fail-safe systems.

' Use should be encouraged of inforrmatics packages and advancedcomputing toors deveroied outside the rniii[ute.

tv.

tv.1

Manaqement gf. Research

Mission i

objectives.were found to be appropriate to the JRC and lsEl;
l g_ry_"_r^" l,. 

t h e y, a r e ra re r y. d e f i n i a l i'i r, Jo Jt" i r n'e. dt; t io, 
" 
ii" it, 

" 
6

el.olecl controt. (Excep.rions are DGi xvil and |AEA pr5leaianJ-oc
Xlt.fusion projeas). Milestones are-laiiin! 

"nA 
t-h"r" appears to be

I ittl e formal droi ect ma nagemlnt,,rrcept i n sore 
- 

i nu i;i?i,;i .JrJr,often in resp6ns6 to extern-ai pressure.

A clear need is evident for a JRC-defined project managementsystem for,pan-JRC programmes such as nucreir t'.ii,'g;ii;;."Th;;pr.oj.ec$ where more tfan one tnsirituie il-reqrllea-to contri6;i;might better carry "JRC status'i wliile on; i;;tadie mighi;;lr 6;
gls_lgneo the tead-ership rote, it shoutd u. eiditii"J on uEr,iri-oi t[iJRC, with authority tb rrranage projea 6;;;.es .liitr,i"-i.ii^lilimits. ' r- 

'

Transfer

' Problems were perceived at working rever in promotinq
across Institute boundaries. Howe-rrer, transfer ilih-outward with the rest of the JRc ind the outside
improving.

best practice
inward and
world was

tv.2
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ln certain areas, the Institute remained introverted and more use
should be made of external experience and tools, rather than solving
problems from scratch.

In areas such as FORMENTOR, the Fusion activities and ESTI, among
others, great benefit was derived from contacts with industry, and
several advanced techniques likely to be of value to industry existed
in the Institute.

Obviously, in the case of third party contract research, transfer was
inherent.

lV.3 Qualitv

. While much of the technical work is routine, such activities are
performed dutifully and to a good standard and level of expertise.

. Several areas of excellence demonstrate creative scientific and

: 
" 

n' 
"f;"fl, 

f,:-'. J; :::ilI,s,e ms ;

. i:ffrtl?;natysis (in fusion and elsewhere).

tv.4

little latitude to freeloaders.

Areas of Concern

The Visiting Group identified a number of areas where improvements
would lead to the better manaoement and operation of lSEl. In some
cases, problems arise from elsefrhere in the iRC, and not infrequently
from the requirements of the European Commission itself.

1V.4.1 ADIN: Administrative services at lspra do not support management of the
Institute eflectively or economically.

Much of lSEl does not employ rigorous project management, with
clear milestones,time schedules and control . Experience elsewhere
shows that pressure for results generates peer pressure which allows

. Overheads are excessive by external criteria; over 25o/o of manpower
on the lspra site is employed in administrative and infrastructural
activities, including 22 managers and administrators in the lnstitute
itself .

. Financial and budget information is complex and confusing.

. Overhead allocation and pricing rules are rigid and uncommercial.

. Personnel management practices are inflexible and slow in
recruitment, appointment, promotion, transfer and dismissal of
staff.
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lV-4-2 Coordination within the JRC gave grounds for concern, as Institutes haveaccepted..encouragement t6 aci *itt fire silt-iefiance. Wherecoordination is imposed by external clients, cooperation-seems to beeffective:

' In th.e safeguards project, management is only effective because theprevlous pro.g.ramme rnanager is.still actively engaged. However,Fusion activities are. well toordinated am6nq -t-hi--tnstitute- foiAdvanced Mateiials (lAM) and the Institute ioi saiety i"l-t rirr"gi
(lST) as well as lSEl.

. lSEl has problems at working level with the Institute for Remote. sensing Applications and the Environment Institute.

' where lead Institutes are iderrtified, project manaqement ishampered by the strict separation ,of tnititrjie {rnas ;;J b'y;il;i
rules.

1V.4.3 Mechanisms for exerting -scientific leaderrship were not impressive. There
is a clear QPPortunity to foster improverJ trinsferLt i.i"nti" r.no*ieote
a n d th e d eve I o pment of p rofession a | :rcientilii a na- 

-nt j ;il;;'i'ilii ilri.This could be .encourgged by weekly seminars, on scientific subiects ororganisation given by local stiff or visitors. The Group;;; pi"Liea to ii""r.that semrnars on project management had recently b'een held at lSEl-

The local scientific committee ,is a staff representation body
i nappropriate for scientific leaderstrip

Ih9t" is patchy transfer of best practice, both into and out of theInstitute.

An undug proportion of students; and grantholders in some lsEl
proJects, hampers contin u ity

Central library facilities at lspra are iinadequate with
- fragmentation among many locations;- poor reference section;- inadequate information servic,e.

lv'4-4 Abili.ty to €ompete: while lSEl clearly has scientific skiils and knowledoe of' considerable commercial value, its abitity to iompiiei;;;;;;;;;n L-r-rY,.,-#
is hampered.

. current cEc.rules prevent JRC Institutes from receivinq anv EC fundsother than thoJe specificaily ailocated to it e nc in ifr;'i;;-eworkProgramme. This effectivery prevents rsEr iro; i;ii;d;;;iing inmany Eu ropean scientific pro! ramnres.

' ljjllg l-"j"-t are uncommercial: ther value of intellectual property istargety ignored, and discounted exploratory work iEpieiidaeJ.-

' Rigid staff and virement rulei impair ability to man and fund project
teams for third party work.

' There is an overwhelming concern for politics and procedures within
the JRC.
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Executive Summarv

The Visiting Group was satisfied that the work undertaken by the Institute
is appropriate to its functions, and generally of high quality. However
objectives, while understood, were only rarely stated in a form that would
allow effective project management - except where outside bodies had so
sti pu lated. For those projects that req ui red cooperation amon g I nstitutes,
sometimes only informal means of coordination were apparent. lt was
felt that clear objectives and efficient project management would
stimulate performance, generating peer pressure on individuals and
improving value for money.

The Institute is clearly hampered in its work by the procedures and
requirements stipulated by the European Commission. lSEl is not well
served by the administrative infrastructure, and financial information is
too comilex for easy comprehension. Constraints on staff appointinents,
virement of funds between budget lines, and pricing, undoubtedly impair
effective biddinq for competitive business - and indeed operational
control generall!. The bdr to receiving EC fundl, other than those
particularly allocated, prevents the Institute from participating in many
Communitv oroiects to which it mioht well brinq valuable skills.
Paradoxicaity'th6re is no such ban on ieceiving fees lrom third parties
outside the European Community.

The informatics work of the lnstitute is not currently supported by
research funds. However, the Visiting Group believes that lSEl has a
valuable role to play in maintaining essential discipline in the JRC's
communications net*ork, and in promoting best practice in advanced
comoutino and informatics technioues throuqhout the JRC. Some
reseirch finds should be atlocated to'enable theie tasks to be carried out
at the state of the art.

vt.

vt.1

vr.2

Recommendations

I nfrastructu re

. Information and reports to management should be reformed to
meet operational needs. Fixed and variable costs for each ploject
should,'in particular, be regularly reported. Virement rules should
be relaxed.

. The Director should have greater flexibility in selecting, appointing,
promoting and removing scientific staff.

Manaoement

. Systematic project control should be applied throughout the
lristitute's worli. Objectives should be stdtbd in clear {erms, and
milestones set to marli progress, defining cost and time parameters.

. For projects involving more than one Institute, the.Director General
of the jRC should ndminate a Project Manager within one engaged
Institute, and assign appropriate pohrers to adjust personnel
assignments and funds.
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. ft"iling in nrgjgct management skills should be regularly provided,
and be extended to all scientific sraff.

. The Director sh.ould set in place nrechanisms for stimulating scientific
excellence, and disseminaiing bes,t practice.

. Connections with othei scientists working in paratlel fields should be
further stimulated. -

o tnvolvement of industry in the Institute's work should be extended.
Regular .relationships 

-- perhaps at the JRc level --wiih- seniorindustrial scientists would help . to . form objectives, develop
management skills and facilitate tdchnology transf6r.

Informatics

. tSEl should..be assigned authority for system architecture in JRC
communication networks.

' lSEl should be encouraged to aclvise other JRC Institutes on "best
practice" in advanced computing and informatics.

' The Director General of the JRC should require lSEl to audit fromtime to time, informatics and advanced iomputinq-"DDli.Ltions
throughoutthe JRC, against best practice standaids. - -rr----

Competition

. lsEl should be further encouraged to secure third party work.

. The rules restraining the Institute - and indeed the JRC - from
securing funds for [articipation in other cEC projeas shoulJ be
relaxed.

' The Institute should be encouraged to adopt commercial principles
. in bidding for third party contracl; and maniging such *orli. ]

vr.3

vl.4
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Annex ll

visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research centre's
Institute for Systems Engineering and Informatics (lsEl) - lspra

The chief scope of Visiting Groups is to perform evaluations, taking into account
the obiectives as set out for the 1992-1994 period (in Council-docurfrents, relevant
papqr: for the Board of Governors.. JRC Annual Workschedutes, budget, etc.), to
P.rpvi{q recommendations on the proper course to be followed by tlhe-lnstiiute
visited iri view of the stated objectives, and to apply in the evaluations, elements
of the methodology proposeij for research returni ahd effectiveness.

The Visiting Group should:

- perform an evaluation of all activities of the Institute aqainst its stated
objectives, with particular emphasis on the impact the resllts of the work
has had on the user of this research, and the deqree of collaboration
established with national research laboratories, as wellas with industry;

- assess the scientific-quality of the work and the appropriateness of the- work
and results for the Community;

- judge all aspects of the efficiency and impact of the work, takinq into
account the particular status of thelRC (its independence in the Comni'unity)
in comparison with similar national laboratories;

- provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations and
assessments performed ;

- express recommendations for the future development of the Institute with
regard to the overall strategic plans for development of the JRC in the
med ium-term and long-term.

Terms of Reference

To evaluate progress in performing work in accordance with the objectives
set out in Council Resolution 92/C118/03 and Council Decisionsg2l2T3lEEC,
921274lEuratom- and 921275/Euratom, documents addressed to the Board of
Governors, the JRC's Annual Workschedules, budget etc., and to review
progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the last
Evaluation Panel.

To ensure that the Institute has effective mechanisms to set its local scientific
objectives, monitor progress towards those objectives and evaluate outputs.

1.

2.
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To review the various research activities to assess: 
'

a) the scientific quality and productivity of the lnstitute;

b) whether frill advantage is being taken of scientific opportunities in the
light of funding and other conitrain$;

c) the relevance of the work with respect to Community needs, including
the relevance of work performbd for external 

-customirs, 
whefr

applicable.

To assess the effectiveness of the scientific management leadership within
the Institute.

To advise on whether the Institute has been making efficient, effective and
economical use of resources in carrying out- its programmes and
management functions. Resources inclildd manpower, mbney, services,
facilities, data and equipment.

To review the extent and effectiveness o{' the Institute's external scientific
links, including relationships. with research organisations, the higher
education sector, industry and government departments in the Member
States, as well as outside the European Conrmunity.

To examine the relationship of the Institute's work in general, to the misiion
of the Joint Research Centre and to its forward strategTc planning.

To make recommendations and report to the Board of Governors of the
Joint Research Centre.

3.

4.

5.

5.

7.

8.
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Aveiro, 22nd August 1994

REPORT OF THE VISITING GROUP

FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE

JOINT RESEARCH CENTRE'S

ENVIRONMENT INSTITUTE
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Report of the Visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre's
Environment Institute (El), lspra, ltaly

Introduction

At the invitation of the Board of Governors of the Joint Research Centre
(JRC), members of the Visiti'ng Group (see Annex l) spent 26-28 April 1994
at the Environment Institute at lspra reviewing the lnstitute's work and
visiting its laboratories.

The objectives for the Institute are set out in Annex I of Council Decision
9212731(EEC) of 29th April 1992 as follows:

"T|te objective is to provide a contribution to the scientific knowledge,
technicai know-how and data needed by the Community, in particular-to
carry out its role with regard to the environment, as spelled out in Title Vll
of the Treaty, and with particular emphasis on prenormative work.

Special emphasis will be placed on, in addition to the evaluation of the
effects of pollution from industrial and other sources, the assessment of
environmental degradation caused by the use of energy in the home,
transport and industry.

The JRC will contribute to the implementation of Community
environment policy in three areas:

- partlcipation in global change programmes;

- technologies and engineering for the environment;

- research on industrial hazards.

In the global change area, emphasis will be placed on strong cooperation
with laboratories and institutes in the Member States and at international
level. The JRC contribution willconcern mainly:

- modelling and air pollution transport;

- air chemistry linked notably to the fate of biogenic and
anthropogenic emissions;

- biosphere-atmosphere interaction;

- related applications of remote sensing, which will focus on the
interactions between land and ocean surface parameters and
climate. lt is furthermore aimed at the development of remote
sensing methods applied to critical components of global change.

Activities under the heading of technologies and engineering for the
environment will concern mainly:

- environmental chemicals (miqration and transformation in soil and
their impact on ground watei, harmonization of analytical methods
for waste analysis, development of a mobile laboratory for in-field
analysis of contaminants in soil and water, characterization of algal
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blooms, biomonitoring of environmental chemicals,trace mc'tal
exposures and human diseases, risk evaluation of environmental
chemicals); these activities will no:tably-be aligned towards chemical
waste problems..."

"... In addition to research, developmiBnt and support, the programme
would provide education and trairiinq in each of-the abov6 ar.-eas and
establish data collection, interpretatioir and distribution facilities where
necessary.

These activities could become the point of contact and common interface
for.national organizations, in particular public authoritres and industries,
and tor support to other commission services, including DGs v and xl."

Jhese general objectives are concurrent with the JRC's mission and are
highlighted in the scope of the Visiting Groups. As set out in the terms of
reference (see Annex ll), the Visiting Gio,up should:

o €vEluate all activities of the Institute against its stated objectives,
with particular emphasis on the impact the results of the v,lork hai
had on the users of this research, 5nd the degree of collaboration
established with national research.organisati-onsl as well as with
industry;

o oss€ss the scientific q-uality of the work and the appropri'ateness of
the work and results for the Community;

. .irdge all aspects of the. efficiency' and impact of the work, taking
into account the particular status bf the JRC (its independence in thE
Community) in comparison with sirnilar national bodies;

e provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the q-valuations
a n d assessments perf o rme-d ;

. express recommendations for the future development of the
lnstitute with.regard.to the overall strategic plans fdr development
of the JRC in the medium-term and long-te-rm.

il. General Observations

In the three days available to review the, Institute and its work, the Group
was impresse.d by .the good quality of Institute management, by thE
efforts madq by staf{ andmana.f emeht to prepare clear pftsentationi and
oocumentatron and to respond to questions that arose during the visit. In
reviewing an institute with so great a spread of activitiLi, io-me seieaion
had to be made where personal visits to laboratories were concerned. All
activities were reviewed but only some 60% were actually visited.

For purposes of clarity activities were grouped into four categories:

- Specific Programme research activities;

- Scientific and technical activities in :support of Commission policies;

- Exploratory research work;

- Contractual work for third parties.
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For each activity, the scope, results obtained to date and likelv future
developments weie summarised in a document prepared for the visit.
Mernbers of the Group appreciated this form of presintation. Members
wers impressed- by the -overall quality of the science performed in the
Institute and of the staff who presented the various itbms. However, it
was felt that a critical process should be applied to the rather extensive
field covered, to identify and benefit the'higher priority 'projects and
actions.

A characteristic of the Institute is the relatively high proportion of
chemists working there. lt. was recognised that ln terdain areas,
recruitment was concentrated on obtaining other disciplines and th6
Director was strongly encouraged to continuE with the estblishment of a
more multidisciplinary staff in the future development of the Institute. lt
was.agreed, however, that the present staff were competent and very
productive.

Another characteristic noted by the Group was the hioh deoree of
geographical dispersion of the institute thriughout the lifra siie.-1tie
historical reasons for this dispersion were understo6d and the
management w'as encouraged to pursue, with vigour, its intention to
regroup the Institute into a more manageable area. This would
encourage maximum synergy between the various units in the Institute
and thus a more systems-based approach with more extensive teamwork,
valuable because environmental problems are so diverse and cover the
vast range of human activities.

Followi.ng enlargement of the union, a very strong environmental
research capability will be needed to respond to the qrowinq awareness of
the environmental impacts of human activities ind th-e consequent
evolution towards higher standards.

lll. Scientific and Technical Experimental Activities

lll.1 Air Qualitv

The Visiting Group considered the European Reference Laboratory on Air
Pollution (ERLAP) to be well-managed and after ten years of operation to
be of proven value.

Emissions were still an urgent matter and the work on bio-emissions could
well be extented to include emissionlabsorption by soils. The burden of
pesticides, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons etc. in rainwater was another
area of relevance and work. on the harmonization of parameters
measured and measurement methodology was of concern to everyone.

The Evaluation Monitoring European Pollution (EMEP) station operated
by the Institute was compelently'operated and the Group was pleased to
see that lspra had an assured place in this international network.

A close cooperation with universities was encouraged, particularly in
highly specialised areai such as mglecular biology and-plant physiology in
order to establish a sound basis for the explanation of the observed
phenomenon on the "Biogenic Emissions in the Mediterranean Area",
(BEMA) for example. There is a general lack of field research institutes in
Europe and the work is important.
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The group was impressed by the degree of cooperation with Member
States achieved in the provision of a suite of complementary mobile
laboratories for on-site measurements and sampling and strongly
encouraged common actions to provirJe joint facilitiei {or large-scale
experiments. For example, large-scale dispersion experiments were of
vital interest in understanding and predicting the probable spread of
contamination following industrial-scale accirJents and the .lnstitute's
leadership in this international cooperative network was warmly
applauded. Much effort had to be applied to all aspects of modelling in
an area where even relatively short-term meteorological predictions were
shown to be unreliable

Experimental work on the behaviour of sulphur-bearing aerosols in the
atmosphere was under development with the commissioning of a new
facility and the approach of combining modelling with eiperimental
verification was sound. lt appeared that in this instahce, thb good physics
should be closely linked to a more extensive chemical support to fully
explbit the experimental possibilities. The international-networking
undertaken on these large-scale problems was appreciated and should
help to ensure that maximum benefit rnras obtained from the projet and
its quality assured.

It was felt that, in general, a closer coopelration between Units responsible
for atmospheric chemistry and physics and for biospheric-atombspheric
interactions would bring considerable bernefits to both parties.

Indoor air qualitv was still of concern as hioh concentrations of manv
products wer€ found in domestic, public anE industrial buildings. JRt
contributions usinq the INDOORTRON were siqnificant. oarticularlv in the
validation of melsurement methods. Woik in that area mitrht be
completed in about 3 to 4 years which could liberate the facility foiuse by
universities and industry under contract. Round robin oualitv assessment
campaigns would be o{ great value for the harmonizaiion of measuring
methods in Europe, and improvement of their quality. '

lll.2 Toxicoloqv

lll.2.1 Eurooean Centre for the Validation of Alternative Methods (ECVAM\

Ths Centre was being set-up to meret a requirement in Directive
86/609/EEC that the Commission and Mlember States should encourage
research for the re.placement , where possible, of animal tests by other
appropriate procedures. ECVAM has its own scientific advisory committee
which has defined the tasks as : "ECVAIVI wilt prornote the siientific and
regulatory acceptance of alternative merthods which are of importance to
the biosciences and which reduce, refine or replace the use of laboratory
animals"..

A Head of Unit has been appointed, st:rff recruitment is under way, the
proceedings of. q _series of recently held workshops on current problems
are in press and ECVAM is at present involved in six validation studies with
European laboratories and with Japan and the USA.

The Visiting Group whilst appreciating the strong scientific Auidance and
coordination of efforts through the Scientific Advisory Committee, felt
that every effort should be'made to streamline administrative'and
recruitment procedures to bring the unit up to full strength as soon as
possible. Thb Environment Institute was feli to be the moit appropriate
EU location for ECVAM.
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lll.2.2 Toxicol,oqry Laboratorv

The Group pointed out the importance of determining background values
of trace metals and metal species in the general- population in the
European Union. Such values are of importanCe for the evaluation of risks
arising from occupational exposures and those resulting from accidents to
chemical plant, etc... In addition, total diet studies are needed to
complement the above, especially in cases where vegetables are home-
grown whilst epidemiological and statistical investigations are also
required if results are to be applicable in practice.

A very important requirement lies in the standardization of all analytical
steps: sampling, sample preparation; separation; trace analysis, all of
which must follow agreed standard opeiating procedures. Fbr parts of
this work, clean-room conditions and regulalions are required. After
visiting the toxicological laboratories, the G-roup had the imjression that a
redefinition of qoals as well as a reconstitution of the Unit is necessarv.
The present an-d continuing importance of chlorinated and polycyctic
aromatic hydrocarbons should be taken into account at that time. A close

. connection with water and soil analysis would benefit both analytical
services and users alike, and should be examined at an early date.

lll.3 Chemicals

lll.3.1 European Chemicals Bureau

This activity is typical of actions to support EU legislation and operates in
the area of tne control of chemicals. lts mission is seen to be of
importance for the establishment of viable regulations and directives and
their implementation.

lll.3.2 Data Banks Euclid and Ecphin

The data banks demonstrated to the Group appeared to be efficiently
conceived with attention to user-friendly interfaces and giving customer
satisfaction. However, the question arose as to whether, once a system
was developed, it should be continued by valuable institute staff. Where
possible, it should be passed to other private or public organizations and

. this needed periodic review on a case-by-case basis.

lll.3.3 Food chemistrv

European Office of Wine, Spirits arrd Spirit Drinks (BEVAPS)

Wine Laboratorv

This relatively small activity provides the Commission with analytical
services for prevention of fraud and determination of origins of products.
Analytical methods are evaluated in cooperation with national
laboratories. The work appears to be competently performed. Chemical
and microbiological laboratories for food analysis were also visited and
found to be -well equipped and competehtly staffed. With EU
enlargement, this could be a growth area.

lol-
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lll.3.4 Water and Waste

This is a particularly important area and it is gratifying to see the JRC
playing its part in a range of international projects where the Institute's
contributions have been significant. Err'En so, the available resources do
not appear to fully reflect the importance given to these subjects in the
European Union. Water quality, relcycling, treatment and similar
processes are matters likely to be raised by upcoming directives. Water
and waste manaqement studies are urqentlv needed Jnd waste water and
solid waste should be included.

lll.3.5 Anatvtical Laboratories

To conclude this section, the Group encourages the lnstitutes'
management to study the regrouping of its analyticalservices into a more
compact form: if possible, as a single unit. This would help to make the
most efficient use of specialized instrunrents and equipment and ensure
maximum pooling of expertise and also help to prevent possible
duplication.

lV. Manaqement of Research

|V.1. General

The environment Institute is larger than other Institutes at lspra with a
wi4F spread of research and service activities. With minor exceptions, it is
well managed by keen and enthusierstic staff but suffers-from the
inevitable disadvantages of being widely dispersed over the lspra site.
However, it is understood that relocation is planned for the coming years.

Evidence of networking and coltabora'tion with other organizations in
Europe and elsewhere was found in each of the units visited. This is clearly
an important function of a Commission institute workinq in a field ai
universal as the environment and the visiting group wishei to emphasize
the i mpo rta n ce of tra ns-f rontie r cross-l i n ki ng.

As noted before in this report, the visitirrg group considers that in view of
the importa-nce given to environmental problems in the European Union,
especially a.fter enlargement, a much mo,ie even balance of diiciplines wili
be needed in the Institute. Until that can be achieved, the further
development of interinstitute collaborative projects can be one method of
improving the spread of competences. In thai respect, networking with
the outside world and maximising the number of post-doctoral f-ellows
and visiting scientists in the Institut-e assume an even !reater significance.

The Group reatizes that apart from specific programme research, the
Environment Institute has to provide expertise ahd services to a wide
range of Commission services responsible for developing and
implementing policies in many sectors. i'hese tasks are essentiaily those of. the "Commission's own laboiatory" but since some of this wdrk will in
future be of a competitive naiure, it is important that the most
appropriate tasks are selected relative to the policies concerned and to
available competences and facilities. Intrlrviewswith representatives from
customer DG's show a high degree of customer satisfaction and the Group
app.reciates the efforts being made by Institute scientists to meet these
challenges.
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rv.2

tv.3

Contract research is likely to remain a very small part of the Institute's
activities but is both. a.n important stimulatioh to research staff,
encourages contact with the outside world and is a visible demonstration
ot competence.

Staff Matters

To accelerate the a.djustment of the balance of competences in theInstitute, measures should be sought to encourage mobiLitv. Mouement
between customer DGs and the Inititute would io-rm closer iinls ueiween"contractor and client" and attention must Ui Oirected to oUiii"i"g the
most.appropriate.young recr.uits- The predicted growth in the Inst'itute
and the age profile shown in thq strategic plan-for the coming years,
p resent o p po rtu n iti es for d isci p I i n a ry d ive riif i c'ati on.

Con<erning long-and.short-term visitors to the Institute such as post-
doctoral researchers, visiting scientists etc, the Group.welcomesthe st'lady
increase in numbers over the last three years and itre iuirre-iiitentions.
Maximum effectiveness of recruitment piocedures is highly desirable and
research' fellowships could provide 'a reriabre melni of seliction.
Flexibility is very important in tiying to avoid early, narrow spiclalisation.

The Future

The visiting group feels that the indicative breakdown of activity areas bypercentage proposed. b-y the Director and given below, represents i
reasonable target to aim for over the coming ye1rs.

992.. lrpport to the Commission (essentially 2nd generation)
?9!: !.rg. cooperative research projects (ctoual Zhange, air, water, soil)
ruTo uata organrsatron and communication (like CEO, ECpHlN, aerosols

etc.)
3o/o Free (ars-pro-arte) research
Toio Work for third parties

Predictions regarding the size of the Institute are clearlv deoendent on
available finance and overall JRc policy and therelore' somewhat
uncertain. However, the target of a coirplenrent of about 300 by the year
2000 does not seem unreasohable in what can be considered to 5e an area
still grrowing in importance.

The above information is outlined in the Institute's strategy document
which is a useful tool for the development of the Institute, Uiit is likely to
require some detailed revision following the present Report.

Recommendations

- The primary task of the Institute should be to provide the scientific
s_YPpo.f needed,to underpin the preparation arid implerhentation of
EU policy in the field of protectibn of the environment.

- Spgcific research activities should preferably be performed in close
collaboration with others with' the aiin oi adding to the
understanding of the mechanisms of large scale enviionmental
phenomena.

V.
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Where appropriate, computer modelling should supplement
experimental activities and wherer possible, in Union-wide networks.

within the JRC and the Institute itself, a greater deqree of svnero
between units should -be establis,hed. a ri'uttidiscip|i-narv teairrwo-r
approach to large-scale problems is often the most bffective one.

Greater diversity of staff disciplinels is strongly favoured.

Analytical services should be reorganized to include the toxicoloqv
laboratory and radioactive assay should be confined to specifii
needs. Neutron activation analysis can often be substituted by more
modern techniques of equal or iuperior sensitivity.

Research on water and waste processinq/recvclino is likelv to
increase in importance. Attenti6n shoultl be- dire-cted to ihese
aspects, particularly with regard tro harmonization of methods.

Work on indoor- air pollution should continue for some years
focussed on verification of standard operating procedures'and
sampling.

Intermixing of staff with that of outside organizations is encouraged
and networking should be yet more strongly developed.

Data-bases should be examined for operation by outside agents,
only retaining those for which therre are strong reaions for opeiation
by the Institute.

The selection of tasks und ,"tting of priorities within the institute is
important. A more transparent furoject management system would
help to ensure that these are maint-ained, anii reassu16 the outside
world of the Institute's efficiency'. lt should be possible to achieve
this without creating a top-heavy management or diverting
scientists f rom their tasks.
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Annex ll

Visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre's
Environment lnstitute (El) - lspra

Scope of Visitino Groups

The chief scope of Visiting Groups is to perform evaluations, taking into account
the objectives as set out for the 1992-1994 period (in Council documents, relevant
papers for the Board of Governors, JRC Annual Workschedules, budget, etc.), to
provide recommendations on the proper course to be followed by the Institute
visited iir view of the stated objectives, and to apply in the evaluations, elements
of the methodology proposdd for research returns and effectiveness.

The Visiting Group should:

- perform an evaluation of all activities of the Institute against its stated
objectives, with particular emphasis on the impact the results of the work
has had on the user of this research, and the degree of collaboration
established with national research laboratories, as well as with industry;

- assess the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of the work
and results for the Community;

- judge all aspects of the efficiency and impact of the work, taking into
account the particular status of the JRC (its independence in the Community)
in comparison with similar national laboratories;

- provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations and
assessments performed ;

- express recommendations for the future development of the Institute with
regard to the overall strategic plans for development of the JRC in the
medium-term and long-term.

Terms of Reference

To evaluate progress in performing work in accordance with the objectives
set out in Council ResolJtion g2lCftglOl and Council Decisionsg2l2i3lEEC,
92127A/Euratom and 92/275/Euratom, documents addressed to the Board of
Governors, the JRC's Annual Workschedules, budget etc., and to review
progress in the impleme4tation of the recommendations of the last
Evaluation Panel.

To ensure that the Institute has effective mechanisms to set its locat scientific
ob.iectrves, monttor progress towards those objectives and evaluate outputs.

1.

2.
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review the various research activities to assess:

the scientific quality and productivity of the tnstitute;

whether full advantage is being taken of scientific opportunities in the
light of funding and other constraints;

the relevance of the work with respect to Community needs, including
the relevance of work performed for external customers, when
applicable.

To assess the effectiveness of the scientific management leadership within
the Institute.

To advise on whether the Institute has been making efficient, effective and
economical use of resources in carrying out- its programmes and
management functions. Resources include manpower, rhbney, services,
facilities, data and equipment.

To review the extent and effectiveness of the Institute's external scientific
links, including relationships with research organisations, the higher
education sector, industry and government departments in the Member
States, as well as outside the European Community.

To examine the relationship of the Institute's work in general, to the mission
of the Joint Research Centre and to its forward strategic planning.

3. To

a)

b)

c)

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. To make recommendatibns and report to the Board of Governors of the
Joint Research Centre.
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Report of the Visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre's
Institute for Safety Technology, lspra, ltaly

Introduction

At the invitation of the Board of Governors of the Joint Research Centre
(JRC), members of the Visiting Group (see Annex l) spent the 25th, 26th and
27th October 1993 at the lhstitute for Safety Technology (lST) at lspra
reviewing the lnstitute's work and visiting its laboratories.

The objectives for the Institute are to be found in Annex I of Council
Decision 921273(EEC) and 92127AlEuratom of 29 April 1992.

A. The main objectives concern:

- prenormative research on the reliability of structures;
- research on industrial hazards;

nuclear fission safety including reactor safety, safeguards and
fissile materials and radioactive waste management; -

- tritium technology and fusion safety.

These general objectives are concurrent with the JRC's mission and are
highlighted in the scope of the Visiting Groups. As set out in the terms of
reference (see Annex ll), the Visiting Group should:

o €vEluate all activities of the Institute against its stated objectives, with
particular emphasis on the impact the results of the work has had on
the users of this research, and the degree of collaboration established
with national research organisations, as well as with industry;

o dss€ss the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of
the work and results for the Community;

. judge all aspects of the efficiency and impact of the work, taking into
account the particular status of the JRC (its independence in the
Cornmunity) in comparison with similar national bodies;

o provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations
and assessments performed;

o €xpress recommendations for the future development of the Institute
with regard to the overall strategic plans for development of the JRC
in the medium-term and lonq-term.

ll. General Observations

This report is arranged by Mission area following the internal organisation
of the lnstitute as follows:

- Fission Reactor Safety (including waste management);
- Safeguards;
- Industrial Hazards;- Structurll MecrrJn'ics;
- Tritium Technology.
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The Visiting Group examined each of thesie areas in turn and was impressed
by the leadership shown by the Institute's manaqement team which had
clearly succeeded in transferring its enttrusiasm t-o its collaborators. This
eftect was seen to have permeated to everyone interviewed durinq visits to
laboratories and demonstrations, and wili particularly evident in-younger
sla.ff. and grantholders. This was inanifeited in an'evident teah spirit
visible at all levels. In this connection, the presence of junior staff at
meetings was much appreciated by members of.the group.

A large measure of this success could be attributable to the hiohlv
organised.and efficient system of projectcontrol exercised at all levels. ih6
detailed definition. of objectives, setting of milestones, analysis of strong
and weak points with subsequent fotlow--up and reporting, were important
elements in securing a high level of nrotivation and ibnsequent cost-
effectiveness.

The re-orientation of_scientists previously engaged in nuclear research and
the redeployment of equipmeht- to otli,er si'giiticant fields oi-n&o, *as
considered to be clear evidence of successful m-anagement.

Scientific and Technical Areas

Fission Reactor Safetv

The Visiting Group considered that in rriew of uncertainties related to
national decision-making on energy policy, it would be reasonable tomaintain a certain nom-inal minini'Jni of ii&o on nuclear enirgy at a
community level. ll *?t point-ed out thart regardless of future poiiiy, the
environmental implications of former ancl exiitinq nuclear activiiies wbuld
remain into the. far fu.ture, both in the E.C. a-nd in Eastern European
countries, with obvious implications to ther community as a whole.

The Visiting Gro.up -therefore, recommends that, in view of the lack of a
clear vision of the future, serious consideration be given to ensure that
work be maintained at a viable level: in some areas resources ray atr"iJy
have been reduced too far.

Particular comments.

' The combination of modelling, code development with international
partners, experrmental verification followed by publication, was
considered to be a varid prenormative approich to widesireJd
coordinatio.n of high acceptabirity, [il;it to?roauce i -arimum of
useful.products foi a minimum overall butldy in timJs oi'inirersat
ttnancial stringency. .The JRC is tlne best flaced organisation to'motivate such networks by practical exampli and the-activities are
felt to be of high importanie.

. Facilities such-as FARO- in lspra and PHEBUS (in Cadarache) and the
future ITORM were of real importarnce in thi area. Member.s were
pleased to see that doubts expiessed in the report issued bv the f 99f
Evaluation lqt"_I, chaired by'sir Hermann Bohdi, about a'long-termfuture for FARO had been dispeiled by outside srlport i5r ir,e
projects being performed there.

ilt.

ilt.1
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. The Grgup regr-etted that the PETRA facility could not be brought into
operation, feeling that such a facility could be of great help ifr aiding
common waste treatment problems. However, ii view of restricteJ
funds and the present ldck of national intlrest in reseirch on
reprocessing, the decision to proceed slowly was understood. In
nuclear fissio.n .safety, the' general lacli of on-site projeai
necessitating the handling of radioactive substances was,notei. '

. No evidence was seen of work leadinq to inherentlv safe nuclear
plants, a subject of world interest in-which JRC eipertise could
contribute usefully

Industrial Hazards

Comments

. Since, experimental and theoretical work on dispersions of heavy gas
clouds is carried on in many places worldwide, ihe members fett'tfiJi
there was no special place fbr the l5T in thai area. However, if tne
Institute endeavoured to include chemical reastions in disoersion
mo_dels, so as . to incorporate ignition of fires, explbdable
{gJJ.aglations and detonations in a soirnd way, this would represent aditficult and major step forward in scienie, and enable a validjudgement to be- made 'of the environmentll'ana-sxeli aspeai oi
certain measures taken by local, national or international iuthiorities.

. In the chemical industry most accidents occur under dynamic
conditions, such as those experienced during start-up and shui-downof large continuously oper'ated plants and in batih or semi-batch
processing of chemical reactions. on the basis of the lsTs long
ex.perience- in- dynamic studies and multiphase fluid flow, th6
selection of safety in chemical plants and the environmental impact of
accidents as a new research pr6ject was a wise and useful choice.

. The combination ^of the study and growing know-how in the
ex.peri menta I and theoreti cal eva I uati on bf ventin g faci I ities, pressu re
relief, handling of severe accidents and dispersioli'of toxic chemicals
in the environment is unique. The developing collaboration with
industrial partners concerning. pressure.relief a-nd venting is highly
relevant and should be pursue-d vigorously.

. The 
. 
experimental installation (FrREs) for studying dangerous

reactions is fully up.to an. international standard arid t-he-lSTTs very
well equipped for the collection of generic, fundamental know-how
applicable to all chemical plants.

. Knowledge of chemical reactions and chemical reactors themselves is
still at an initial stqgg in the institute. We strongly recommend hiring
a few exPerienced chemical engineers or induslrial chemists to buil6
up that knowledge as quickly as possible and to provide adequate
sparring partners for industry.

. Industrial enterprises will only study reactions appropriate to their
own pro.cesses and consequently there is a great lack of fundamental
knowledge on chemicai plant dynamics. Universities find it
impossible to maintain groups with requisite experience on a
permanent basis and the institute should fill this gap.
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The IST should strengthen its contacts with other institutes in Europe
also working in the area of batch reactors, to set up fruitful
cooperationiand thus establish its own niche in research in-this field.
This should be fundamental techrrological research of a generic
nature which can help all industrierl companies and simultaneously
provide the European Commission with a sound technological
backg round for developi ng d irective,s.

lll.3 StructuralMechanics

The activity centres around experiment design and model development
using numerical and visualisation technirques, followed by experimental
verification using the recently commissioned European Laboratory for
Structural Assessment (ELSA) and the Larg,g Dynamic Testing Facility (LDTF).

Comments

. The Group noted with satisfaction the excellent progress made with
the development of activities in the Unit and the enthusiasm and
developing competence of the staff. First tests in ELSA have been very
satisfactory.

. A potential study of considerable interest exists in the investigation of
the connections between pre-cast concrete elements together with
the diaphragmatic behaviour of slabs and reinforced maionry under
seismic conditions.

. While recognising the importarrce of a common computer
environment, the Visiting Group considers that the Unit should resist
the temptation to disperse its ar;tivities in too many fields of
application and concentrate its talent on fewer selected topics where
an in-depth approach would bring greater rewards.

lll.4 TritiumTechnoloov

In the use of tritium for civil purposes it must be emphasised that due to its
nature, the behaviour of the elemenrt is very different from that
experienced with fission products. This has important implications, at a
Europ.ean level, on pro.tection and safety. lt is therefore necessary to gain
experience in the handling of large quahtities of tritium before fixing-the
engineering design of future thermonuclear fusion reactors and further
large-scale experi ments i ncorporatin g triti um.

Comments

. The Group visited the European Tritium Handling Laboratory ETHEL,
at present being commissioned, an<J was impressed by the progress
made so far towards the practical implementation of a working
laboratory.

. Initial pilot experiments are progressing well and the experimental
programme is sound

. Members were pleased to find .t close cotlaboration with the
installation at Karlsruhe and noted tlre complementarity between the
work carried out rn the two laboratories..



lll.5 Safeouards

This JRC activity is not only an important link in the worldwide nuclear
Slegyarls network and tlie. implementation of. no.n-proliferatio" priiv,
bu.t provides the essential technical support required by the Commisiion i'nfulfilling its statutory obligations urider Chairter Vtf of 

-ttre 
runATOM

Treaty.

Comments

. The Visiting Group was pleasgd.by the efficiency and care apparent in
llle performance of the work-and its man'agement. 'However,
Members were concerned at the lack of a clear mSnaqement structureto operate the programme which is spread over J number of JRCInstitutes. They believed that althoirgh no adverse effects haJ

. appeared up to the present, attention should be paid to this point.

The long stand.ing__training programme for safeguards inspectors
carried out in the PERLA facility was particularly iirpressive ind an
important c_ontribution to the effective safeguard'ing of nuclear
materials in Europe

-5- fz(

Excelt.ent progress is being made overall on these very important
activities

. The steady development of- field instrumentation to improve
accuracy, portability, means of standardisation and user-friend I iness
was considered to be of importance and to be performed to a high
standard.

In view of recent events demonstrating the need for an accurate and
convenient means of assaying the qu-ality of the contents of waste
containers, the Visiting 9-rF welcdmed-the response made by the
JRC in developing rapid and highly sensitive equipment for waste
container monitoring. The equfoment appeared tb be precise and
largely automatic in use.

The Visiting G-roup was pleased to see that support was also provided
to inspectorsfrom the IAEA, vienna and that the JRC took th'e lead in
1!g Euro.pean.safeguards Research and Development Association
(ESARDA) and had worldwide connections ih the matter of
safeguarding nuclear materials.

Manaoement of Personnel

Mission

. O_bjectives were found to be generally clear and appropriate to the
JRC and the project structuie installed in the institute defined
activities in all mission areas and fixed mission targets and time scales.

. The evolution of current Community research policy in the energy
field is a cause for concern in avoidind thatthe effort is not decreasdd
below a crrtical mass due to reduction-s in resources.

tv.

tv.1
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Relations

. Information transfer, inward and outLward, appeared to be good in all
sectors covered by the Institute, largely due to the Institute's
involvement with other organisatiorns in Member States and outside
by means of working parties, collaborations and initiating workshops,
as well as a number of joint projects.

. lt was noted that the volume of contract work undertaken for third
parties had doubled in the last yearr and the Visiting Group would
encourage further efforts in this respect. Such contracts were a
valuable means of demonstrating the Institute's vitality and
competence to industry and woutd lielp in securing IST's placd in the
scientific world.

Qualitv

. The Institute has been able to main'tain a generally high standard in
most areas of work, in spite of a steady conversion process of staff
moving from mainly nuilear to otlher iasks. This was due to the
quality and flexibility of a motivated staff.

rv.2

tv.3

v. Recommendations

. The Institute should continue"to follow and develop the lines being
pursued at present paying attention to avoid too rapid 5
diversification beyond the areas of e:risting competences.

r Attention should be paid to the miaintenance of a suitable level of
resources in the nuclear safety area. Possible needs arising from
Eastern European developmenis sho,uld not be neglected.

. The feasibility of the Institute's involvement in work on inherently
safe nuclear reactors should be examined.

. The embryonic Industrial Hazards activities are worth pursuing
vigorously and should be supplemented with an injection of
experienced industrial chemical engineers or chemists.

. The structural mechanics team should' be careful not to spoil an
excellent start by too wide a dispelrsion of activities. This applies
particu larly to analytical modelling.

n The already close cooperation in tritium technology with other
laboratories active in the world should be maintained to ensure that
best use is made of this important Community facility.

. The Group feels that exploratory research could be a management
tool for finding new and relevant iactivities to further enhance the
future standing of the institute. Such programmes should not
require prior approval but thould be judged a posteriori as to
whether management has spent this money diligently.

. The excellent system of project corntrol employed by the lnstitute
could well be ex,tended to embrace pan-JRC projects such as riuclear
safeguards which spans several institutes.
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Annex ll

visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research centre,s
Institute for Safety Technotogy (lST) _ lspra ,

Scope of Visitino Groups

The chief scbpe of visitilg Group:is !qpgrform evaluations, taking into accountthe objectives as set out f5r the iggz-rgda pJiioJAn council documents, relevantpapers for the Board of Governors, JRC erinual Wor[rir,ed"[t, b;;;;t, ;i..i, i;p.rovide recommendations on the proper course to Ut-torio*ia bv ih"'r"iiiili.visited in view of the stated objectives, and to ipptv i; ih; ;;;lJriiont, etementsof the methodology proposed for research;etr;;i;ho ettective;e*.

The Visiting Group should:

- p9{orm an evaluation of all activities of the Institute aqainst its statedobjectives, with particular emphasis on tr,e irp..i-lli"l";ii;'of the ;;*has had on the user of this'research, and the-aegre" 
-oi-loilrb;r;i;;;

established with national research laboratories, as welias witfr inAust ryt 
' -

- assess the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of the workand results for the C6mmunity;

- judge all. aspects of the efficiency_qn.{ ifnp.act of. the work, taking into
account the particular status of thelRC (its inbependence in tfrri comm-unitvlin comparison with similar national laboratories;

- provide advice on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations and
assessments performed ;

- express recommendations for the future development of the lnstitute withregard to the overall strategic plans for deveiopmeni oi if,e JRC in the
medium-term and long-term.

Terms of Reference

To. evaluate prog,ress in perfolTing ryglk in accordance with the objectives
set out in Council Resolution 92lC{18/03 and Council Decisions gZlzi3lEEC,
92127AlEuratom and 92/275/Euratom, documents addresseO iJif,J goard oi
Governors, the JRC's Annual workschedules, budget eta., a;d-to reviewprogress in the implementation of the r,ecommlndati6ns of the last
Evaluation Panel.

To ensure that the Institute has effective mechanisms to set its local scientific
objectives, monitor progress towards ttrose oU;ectives and evjtu"te ortprts.

1.

2.
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To review the various research activities to assess:

a) the scientif ic quality and productivity of the Institute;

b) whether full advantage is being tahen of scientific opportunities in the
light of funding and other constraints;

c) the relevance of the work with respect to Community needs, including
the relevance of work performerd for external customers, when
applicable.

To assess the effectiveness of the scientiific management leadership within
the Institute.

To advise on whether the Institute has been making efficient, effective'and
econoinical use of resources in carrying out its programmes and
management functions.'Resources include manpower, money, services,
facilities, data and equipment.

To review the extent and effectiveness of the Institute's external scientific
links, including relationships with research organisations, the higher
education sector, industry and government departments in the Member
States, as well as outside the European Community.

To examine the relationship of the lnstitute's work in general, to the mission
of the Joint Research Centre and to its forrward strategic planning.

To make recommendations and report to the Board of Governors of the
Joint Research Centre.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Report of the visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research centre's
Institute foiRemote Sensing Applications (IRSA), lspra, ltaly

Introduction

At the invitation of the Board of Governors of the Joint Research Centre
({R_c), members of the Visiting Group (see Annex t) spent 23-24 August
1994 at the Institute for Remote Sbnsing Applications (IRSA) at lipra
reviewing lhe Institutels' work. The c5mpoiition of bnd Terms' of
Reference for the Visiting Group are given'in Annexes I and ll. The
objectives {or the Institut-e are listed in Annex lll. The Visiting Group
considers these objectives optdated and recommends a revision a-lonq the" lingt given in.Chapter ll (in italics). (Recommendations are highlight6d in
bold type in the Report).

I,RSA conducts research and pre-operational system developrnent in the
fields of :

Agricultural I nformation Systems (AtS);

Envirbnmental Mapping and Modelling (EMAp);

Mon itoring Tropical Vegetation (MTV);

- Marine Environment (ME);

- Advanced Techniques (AT);

as well as in the area of-data pre-processing and dissemination through a
project called "Centre for Earth Observati6n (CEO)" which was receitly
transferred to the Institute.

General Observations

The Visiting Group had the opportunity to listen to several presentations
by IRSA senior staff on the major topics of work and was able to visit a
number of laboratories and facilities.

The- presentations were generally of good standard evidencing the
professionalism and good iuccess oi the lnstitute in the few years since its
creation in 1988. There seems to be a good level of motivaiion amongst
the approximately 90 permanent and 50-non-permanent staff,

Future Strateov

The Institute's draft strategic planof 18th March 1994 seems to reflect a
general uncertainty about the proper way forward. The plan must be
revised and restructured towards realistic ind concrete long term goals.
These goals must in priority represent the thematic orientation of the
Institute's activities and be described in measurable ooals such that
implementation plans cari be drawn up against theie goals. The
indiscernible mixturre of strategic, tactical and operative aspects of the
present draft plan should be eliminated.

il.1
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The Visiting Group took the opportunity to analyse the present objectives
of the Institute and found them outdaterd. lt recommends reformulations
along the {ollowing lines which should on the one hand help to better
f6cusrthe Institute's activities and (on the other) pay tribute te the
important and further growing role of the Institute within the JRC:

,In?["r";:,t;:. as agriculture, environment, aid to development,

(ii) to contribute towards the supporl: of the European scientific and
apptication communities in ihe utilisation oft eanh observation
sate//ite data:

Note;, This objective rs complementary to those of the European and

?i:: :::l,if,ilf ,,f,?,?lf i :*,,'' 
te r n a t i'o n a t sci e n ti r i c p ro s ra m m es a n d

(iii) to conduct researc h and .support the development of methods and
advanced. techniques for the int'erpretation and application of
saterrire derived data.

The strategic plan should further clarify the goals and policy in the
following fieldi:

- roles and relationships with nationat, European and international
organisations - where a clear understanding should be the baseline
of the Institute's activities. The subsidiaritv of the Institute's
contribution is an important consideration 

- in establishing an: unambiguous position in this respe'ct. At the same time, atteition
must be focuse.d on fixing prioritieq and the development of a policy
on, work that should, respecting sutrsidiarity, be peiformed in-house
and what tasks can be better placed extra:muros. This should help
towards clarifying IRSA's policy on third party activities and its
tompetitive role vis-i-vis national reseaich 

-organisations 'and
industry;

- data processing and dissemination - where the Institute should make
additional contri utions towards the promotion and furtherance of
earth observation in the different communities;

- education and training - where the activities of the Institute should
be str€ngthened by elg. further enlarging the number of visiting
scientists or cooperation with acarJemia, young graduate trainee
programmes and the like.

There !t .tl urgent nged to further clarify the Institute's strategic and
operational roles and share of activity in the EC's Fourth Frarfiework
Programme. The results of these ongoihg efforts will have an important
effect on the Institute's orientation and iJctivities for the next four to six
yeirs and must be reflected in the updated strategic plan.
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Qualitv

The quality and.the dedication of the acting Director and senior staff are
recognised by the Visiting Group. lt is recdmmended that a decision on
tne appoi.ntment of a Director to lead the Institute is taken in the shortestpossible-time.- This should be coupled with a r'equire.ent to improue ijie
application.of generally accepted'academic standards to ttrJacti[ities and
the external presentation of the Institute.

II,: 9r"trp felt.that although the Institute enjoys considerable success,
errorts shoutd be made to improve its impact by greatei' attention todetail and verification of information in both ' oral and wiitten
presentations.

!t should be also evaluated whether the letting up gf .additional advisory
groups, representing the user communities, would be the approori.at6
step to enhance guidance and acceptance of the Institute's *ork.- - r

Methods for,the Disseminalion of the l{rstitute's Activities, Results

In generat, thq Institute develops and verifies methods for the
interpretation of aerospacF data.foi application in a number of fieldrby
organisations. responsible for policy impiementation as mentioned above.
!ne procluct In that case is passed to the organisation concerned and a

Igl]"q-rp service is provid.ed. This service iiparticurarly appreciat;dtt
the relevant commission Directorates General and servrces.

There is also a steady contribution of articles in journals, presentations to
international meetings, however, the Group was contbrned to find a
number of papers listed as "submitted"'which do not appear in
s.ubsequent publication lists. This practice is felt to be misleaiinq and
likely to engender misunderstandings in the academic worrd.

Dissemination by direct transfer to students, post graduate and post
doctorate researc.h fellows is a growing feature'at IRSA. Participation in
lgrge. projects with other organiiationsLy networking-is'"n i.pohini ana
developing means of two-way information transfer.-At,the sime time, a
mgre active approach to third party contract research, particularly in the
Advanced rechniques area, should also help with infoimation
dissemination and the development of techniques in Europe.

5cientific and Technical Activities

Aoricultural lnformation Svstem (AlS)

The main objectives of the Aqricultural Information Systerns Unit are to
provide scie-ntific and technicSl support to the services-of the community
in charge of the execution of the fbmmon Agricultural policy (CAp). Thi:
central core of the activities of the AIS are {he Monitoring Agricutture
with Remote sensing (MARS) prgject and the Register an-d Control of
Agricultural Surfaces project; both taking the form of a technical and
scientiflc support provided to the Directorale General Vl (Agriculture).

il.3
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This unit has shown its deep urrderstanding of the issues in agriculture
iniformation problems and a remarkable scientific maturity in its approach
to the use df space remote sensing in this field. In undertaking and
conducting the' corresponding activities it followed the appropriate
strategy:

: support to research in order to establish the methods;

validation of the scientific methodoloqv and clear statement of the
limits and accuracy of the methocl irilosed by the physics of the
measurements;

- transfer of the scientific method anrJ its adaptation as an opeiational
method;

- validation of the operational method;

- industrial transfer in order to develop the operational tool and
implement it;

- transfer of the operationit tool under the responsibiiity, of the user;
(DG vr).

The AIS Unit is well managed and is characterised by a good scientific and
technical guidance. lt is effective in establishing innovative operational
tools in agricultural information for the henefit of the Community Policies
and requiring familiarity with modern techniques in data acquisition
process'and physical anblysis of data. The Visiting Group noted with
satisfaction the quality of cooperation 'reached with scientific and
industrial teams oi the- Member States during the development of the
project.

In view of the importance of the agriculture information issue both from
the political and dconomical sides, tTre Visiting Group encourages the unit:

(a) to extend the method it developedl for statistics in agriculture in the
European Union to other regions (Central,and Eastern Europe, North
Africa...);

(b) to develop the methodologies for the control of agricultural
su rfaces;

(c) to expand the programme towarcls the assessment of agricultural
productivity and crop estimations for Europe and in the long term
{o? other parts of the world.

Environmental Maopinq and Modellino (EMAP)

The research in r arious components of the
European landscape and the developmentbf methods for using remotely
sensed data together with other geocoded information for the
management andprotection of the Eur6pean environment. During 1993,
the mapping and monitoring activities of the Unit were conducted along
two main thematic lines:

(i) forest grassland and natural vegetation;

(ii) Mediterraneanlanddegradation.

ilt.2
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Parallel activities in image understandinq were Dursued, aimed at
continuing the development of methodologi6s for automatic
classification, mapping and map generation from retote sensing data.

The continued cooperation with Central and Eastern European countries
(through the PHARE regional programme) should go on i par with the
develoP.ment of an interest for remote sensing data from a larger range
of satellites (e.9. Russian).

The Unit has the proiect of extendinq its work to "coastal ecosvstem
monitoring". lt should be ensured hovithis will be coordinated wiih the
Marine Environment Unit and integrated in the Land Ocean Interaction
fvstem in the..C_oq{a_! _Zg!e (LOEZ) and the European Land Ocean
Interaetion StudiEs ( ELOISE) Programme.

The Visiting- Group noted with surprise the tack of clear goals and
objectives from the commissionls' environmental proorarfr'mes and
recommends the clarification of such goals and the intdraction of the
EMAP Unit with the Environmental Ageicy and DG Xl. 

-

Mon itori nq Tropical Veqetation (MTV)

The objectives of the Monitoring Tropical Vegetation (MTV) Unit, closely
connected to the objectives of the International Biosphere GeospherE
Prog.rammg (IGBP), conc€rn the study of veQetation at the surface of the
continents' using satellite based earth observations (development of
methods for m6nitoring- vegetation dynamics, derivation of physical
characteristics of land surlaceiand interflce this information with'cliinate
models). The emphasis is put on the study of the tropical belt as
containing the. most actively changing woild ecosysteirs, and the
phenomena and processes are consideied at global scalei.

The subject studies concern the land cover and land use characterisation
([qrSq!_ot _Projeg), the monitoring of forest and biomass burning
(TREES/FIRE), sirrface-atmosphere inleractions and biosphere modellin!
(TEAM project).

The activities of this Unit are carried out under a good scientific guidance,
a specific and successful effort to associate Europ6an scientists a;d to lin[
the subject stud.y. to .the objectives of the international scientific
programmes on global change.

The members of the Unit often participate in international research
groups and maintain a regular dialogue with the main space agencies
which provide space systems or instrurrrents dedicated to vegetation
monitorrng. lt is well worth noting that the MTV Unit, in the.frame of its
programme devoted to scentific research and methodological
developments, had the opportunity to contribute directly to the DG Iand
DG Vlll actions for the benefit of developing countries.

T.he Visiting Group appreciates the quality of the products developed by
the Unit and the efforts aimed at maintaining a high degree of external
collaboration. lt considers that one of the important achievements is the
development o.f a comprehensive forest information system in support of
the research community modelling the tropical deforestation dynamics.

The Visiting Group encourages the Unit to work towards the setting up of
an operational information system and entity to monitor in the long term
the global vegetation dynamics.

t3{
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lll.4 Marine Environment (ME)

The scope of the Ma,rine Environment. Unit is to develop, demonstrate and
' validatd methodoloqies for the use of data from siace and airborne: observations in both-operational applications and scientific investigations

related to the marine environment.

The Unit is basically involved in the sturdy of two main remotely sensed
parameters:

(i) the ocean colour as an expression of the substances in the near
surface water layers and the biolo-gical activity in the euphotic zone;

(ii) the sea surface temperature as an indication of the heat energy
budget at the air-sea interface as an elemEnt of the general
hyd rodyn am ic processes.

Several publications in international jor.rrnals with referees testify to the
Unit's activity.

The Unit. has developqd a unique finalised prgf uct and it ,1".110 be
recommended tnat mbthods and'means be fouhd to make it available, on
a routine basis, to the oceanographic community.

Under a formal inter institute agreement the Unit is responsible for the
development :of hydrodynamic- modeils with the aim of assimilating
remote sensinq data in process str,rdiers and of contributing to global
models. Although this is a natural development of the remote sensing
studies, one can not help wondering whether the Institute - evqn with the
reinforiement from ottirer Institutei of the JRC - has a staff of sufficient
size or expertise to pursue successfully such an ambitious pioiect.

It is recommended that the Unit adopt as one of their long term thematic
goals the development of a.n operational tool for regional planners for
the applicgtioh of coastal ocean management.

lll.5 Advanced Techniques (AT)

The Advanced Techniques Unit is the biggest inside the IRSA, staff 40
.persons. The Unit is responsible for development of techniques and
methods needed in scientific and application oriented use of remote
senslng. This includes e.g. the investigation of the prlnciples of
measurements in the different spectral bands, investigation of the
feasibility of different techniques, development of data analysis methods
and tools, and development of information extraction.methods.

The main elements of the activities are research on optical remote sensing
systems, development of signal processing techhiques, use of- the
European Microwave Signature Labo,ratorf (EMSL), and use bf the
Eu ropean Ai rborne Remote Sensing Cap,abiIities (EARSEC).

The AT Unit is well managed and the rlisiting Group got the impression
that the staff is Very weli qualified arrd mofivated in their work. Thq
Group was impress-ed with the high quality of the equip.ment and

. installations. Especially the European Microwave Signature Laboratory is
an installation which permits remarkable contributions to the science and
to the development of practica'l applications of remote sensirig (signature
research).
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The AT Unit has an Advisory Group to follow and make recommendations
on the work of the,Unit. The Visiting Group found this good practice.

The Visiting Group draws the lnstitute's attention to the need to further
proqo.tg the excellent capabilities of the. Unit and to encourage the
acquisition of third party fihancing and work for its facilities.

lll.6 Centre for Earth Observation (CEO\

The Visiting Gloup was expoled-to a.corrcise presentation of the objectives
of and plans for the Centre for Earth Observation (CEO). lt was bjsed on
documents previously presented to the JRC's Board of Governors and
discussed in.the.Ste_eiing.Com.mittee of the Pathfinder phase of theCiO,
nominated by this Board. This presentation started with an overview oi
the situation in the field of spac'e-based tartfr oUseiraiioni Uiitt":"nJ oi
the century (provision of very important volumes of data, adiressing tfre
needs of a variety oJ e.nd uiers in the scientific and applications fi6lds),
recalled the roles of the majgr actors in the field of bata processing,
distribution and use (EC, ESA, Member States and other Europebn relevaii
organisations) and presented the CEO main objectives:

- provide user orlented services;

- be constructed on existing faciliti.es and projects;

- be designed to be flexible;

- be designed to promote earth observations in Europe.

The CEO schedule and workplan were also presented and in particular its
Pathfinder Phase, covering the period 1993-1995. The Pathfinder Phase is
composed of five main act-ivitiis leading to the detailed definition and
cost estimates of the CEO, in preparation-of the decision on its design and
implementation.

The Visiting Group expressed its satisfaction to see the positive evolution
of this extrem_ely important project for the user of earth bbservation space
data in the European Union.- The CEO will play a maior role iri the
promotion and dissemination of data and information,'in stimulating
applications and creating new products.

The Visiting .Group stressed the fact that the CEO should be a realty
decentralised system,.designed for.the end users, taking into accoun-t 

.

existing European and natibnal facilities. The Pathfinder Fhasd should in
particular aim at clarifying the objectives and roles of the CEO with
respect to research and development of new applications in support,
among others, of the policy'of the EU. The Visitinq Group is confideht in
the success of the endeavour undertaken under tf,e responsibility of the
IRSA, w,ith the cooperation and advice of European sciintists, erigineers
and managers.

It is recommended that a more suitable name be found for this activity.
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Manaqement Aspects

Stpff

The Institute is favoured with a relatively'young staff with an average age
ol y; However, it is clear that in a rapidly ev6lving field such as rimoie
sensihg, there will be a need for a c'are6r planniig particularly at the
younger end of the age spectrum. At the same time, temporary
attachment of staff to customer DGs can help to qive a cer.tain number oi
people a clear understanding of user need 5s we-ll as Uiinqinq noiibns ot
remote sensing capabilities to the organisation concerned. -

Staff recruitment appears to leave muclr to be desired with a top heavv
bureaucratic.system bogged down with complicated procedures and lon-g
delays. Simplification should be made wherever possible.

Visitors

The presence of a fairly high number of post doctoral and bost-qraduate
research fellows is an important element in.bringing scieniific vTtality to
Institute p.ermanent staff, as well as the future idv5ntage of a corp's of
scientists throughout Europe with an intimate knowledqe-of the IRSA and
advanced techniques, of modern eartlr observation. - Training young
scientists is in itself an irnportant activity in suc-h an Institute. This-aitivitf
should be expanded.

Finance

The Visiting Group noted with satisfaction the generally qood situation
with respect to the future years' financinq of the Institite's staff but
noted with some concern thi difficulties thai the Institute is faced with in
relpqcl of maintaining an adequate budget for financing external
activitie,s. Under the iystem of iompetitiv6 research via Sh-bred Cost
Actions an!-.9g-mpetitive bidding for cohtracts to provide support to DGs a
number of difficulties will have 1o be overcome. Some incote from these
sources will be needed if the Institute is nrot to shrink.

Furthermgre, there is a perceived corrflict between the subsidiality
requlrement and the need: to.compete for further work' with natioirdl
institutes and research o-rganisationi. Careful attention must be given to
this matter if actual confliit is to be avoided.

Manaqement Information Tools

As a consequence of the above and of the need for a qreater perceived
transparency, a more formalised proiect manaqement informatidn svstem
should be established for the whol6 InstituteJcompatible with othLr JRC
Institutes.
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Visiting Group to the Joint Research Centre's
Institute for Remote Sensing Applications (IRSA) - Ispra

MemberF

Tel. +32-41-56.33.50
Far. +32-4r-56.23.55

Professor Jacques N I H O UL,
Geo Hydro Dynamics and
Environmental Research (GHER)
Batiment B5,
Universit€ de Lidge,
SartTilman,
8-4000 Liege.

Dr.Isaac RItrVAH,
Director of International Relations,
Centre National des
Etudes Spati ales (CNES),
2 Place Maurice Quentin,
F-75039 Paris Cedex 1.

Prof. Heinz S'fO B W I.l R (Chairman),
Managing Director,
Space Programmes,
Deutsche Agentur fur Raumfahrt-
angelegenheiten ( DARA) GmbH,
Koni gswinterer Strasse 522-524,
D-53227 Bonn.

Professor. Seppo U Rl)O,
Director,
MetsAhovi Radio Research Station.
Helsinki Uni versi ty of Technology,
Otakaari 5A,
SF-02150 Espoo.

Prof. Dr. Caesar VO0'l'E*,
P.O. Bor 1079,
NL-7500 BB Enschede.

Secretary

Mr. Samuel J. LLOYI),
Avenue Reine Elisabeth 8,
ts-1330 Rixensart.

Tel.
Fax.

+ 33-r-44.?6.75.85 I 44.7 6.7 6.28
+ 33-1-44.76.78.49

+ 49-228-44.7 4.20 | 44.t 4.29
+49-228-44.77.06

Tel.
Far.

Tel.
Fax.

Tel. + 358-0-45L.22851264.83r
Fax. * 358.0-460 .2241264.54L

+ 31-53-87 .42.t6 I 87 .44.44
+ 3l-53-87 .44.00

Tel. + 32-2-295.40.48 (oflice)
+ 32-2-654.09.44 (home)

Far. * 32-2-295.01.46

'unable to attend nreeting but provided ivritten comments on documentation
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Annex ll

visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research centre.s
Institute for Remote sensing Applications (lRsA) - lspra

Scope of Visitinq Groups

The chief .scope of Visiting Groups is to'perform evaluations, takinq into accountrne oDJectlves as set out for the 1992-1994 period (in Council docurients, relevantpapqry for the Board of'Governors, JRC erinujiWorfslt,earr.i; urJ;;{ ;i;.i, i;plgviqq recommendations on the proper course to Ue-tofiJ*"a br t-fte'r,niiiilie
visited in view of the stated objectives, and to ipptv i; the;;;tJ.Iiont, elementsof the methodology proposed for rese6rcnletr;;i;ho erectivenJr!.

The Visiting Group should:

- pFt'orm an evaluation of all activities of the Institute aqainst its statedobjectives, with particular emphasis on ttre lrpla-liid-rel'rrti'oi tnJi"i*
has had on. the. user of this'research, and tte-iegieJ-Ji-ioilaboiation
established with national research labor'atoiies, as*etiai *ith i"d"stt; - -

- assess the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of the work
and results for the C6mmunity;

- judge all. aspects of the effic,iency-a1p imqact of the work, taking into
account the particular status of theinc (its inbepenOencl in th; comm-unitv)
in comparison with similar national laboratories;

provide advice on the. ongoing work on the basis of the evaluations and
assessments performed ;

- express recommendations for the future development of the Institute with
regard to the overall strategic plans for developme"i of ifre JRC in the
mediu m-term and long-term.-

Terms of Reference

To. eva.luate prog.ress in perfol1ilg ry94 in accordance with the objectives
set out in Council Resolution 92/Cfl8/03 and Council Decisions g2l}i3tEEa,
92127AlEuratom and 921275/Euratom, documents addressed to the Board oJ
Governors, the JRc's Annual workschedules, budget etc., and to review
Progress in the implementation of the recommlndations of the last
Evaluation Panel.

To ensure that the Institute has effective mechanisms to set its local scientific
objectives, monttor progress towards those objectives and evaluate outputs.

1.

2.
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To review the various research activities to assess:

a) the scientific quality and productivity of the Institute;

b) whether full advantage is being talcen of scientific opportunities in the
light of funding and other constraints;

c) the ielevance of the work with respect to Community needs, in'cluding
the relevance of work performeld for external customers, when
applicable

To assess the effectiveness of the scientific management leadership within
the Institute.

To advise on whether the Institute has been making efficient, effective and
eqonomical uF of resources in carrying out- its programmes gnd
rnanagement functions. Resources include manpower, money; services,.
facilities, data and equipment.

To review the extent and effectiveness of the lnstitute's external scientific
links, including relationships with research organisations, the higher
education sector, industry and government departments in the Member
States, as well as:outside the European Community.

To examine the relationship of the lnstitute's work in general, to the mission
of the Joint Research Centre and to its forward strategic planning.

To make recommendations.and report to the Board of Governors of the
Joint Research Centre.

3.

4.

5.

7.

8.
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Annex lll

INSTITUTE OBJECTIVES

The lnstitute has foui main objectives: :

1. To evaluate and demonstrate possible applications of remote
sensing techniques in support of the sectorial policies of the
European Community in areas such as:

. agrrculture;
o environment;
o aid to development;
. regional aid.

2. To prepare the scientific community for the utilisation of earth
observation satellites such as:

. ERS-1;
o SPOT;
o Landsat;
o NOAA AVHRR;
. Polar Orbiting platforms.

This objective is complementary to that of the Europeal space
Agency.

3- To undertake research in order to develop methods for the
interpretation of sateltite derived data.

4. To develop advanced techniques of earth observation for
application in the mapping-anU monitoring of continental and
marine ecosystems.
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Report of the Visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre's' lnstitute fo? lrost'ective Technological Studies, lspra, ltaly

Introduction

At the invitation of the Board of Governors of the Joint Research Centre
(JRC), the Visiting Group (see Annex I l'or'Members) spent 8th and 9th
September 1993 bt the Institute for Pr.ospective Technological Studies at
lspra. The Group rnet again in Brussels on 22nd Ostober 1993 to examine its
findings and meet with further clients fronr the Commission's services.

The objectives for the tnstitute are to be found in the Technical Annex to the
JRC Prdgramme Proposal 1992.1994 (COtv1(91)281 final). The principal tasks
are:

1. The acquisition, treatment and anallrsis of information concerning the
state and trends of science and technology.

2. The execution of prospective studies in targeted scientific and
technical (5 & T) areas.

To perform these'tasks, the Institute has two main functions. The first of
these is the observatory function in which the Institute endeavours to:

o collect information on trends in techrrological innovation;

. analyse, process and present the information in order to help
d etermine resea rch and tech n olog icerl development strateg ies;

. develop and use specialised databases of the information collected by
the lnstitute;

. describe the state of science and technology in selected areas of
interest to the Community.

The second function is to execute prospective technological studies. This
involves preparing 5 & T assessments, forecasts and scenirios, as an aid to
the,formulation of research and developnnent strategies, including analyses
of economic, social and environmentaJ irnpacts.

In pursuit of both functions, the lnstitute will make the best possible use of
existing national bodies active in the :;ame area, organising European
netwol'ksofS&Tobservatoriesandprosptlctivestudiesunits.

These general objectives are concurrent with the Joint Research Centre's
mission.and are highlighted in the sco;le for the Visiting Groups. The
Visiting Group should: -

o perform an evaluation of all activities of the Institute against its stated
objectives, with particular emphasis on thb impact the results of the
work has had on the users of thris research, and the, degree of
collaboration established with natiornal research organisations, as well
as with industry;

o assess the scientific quality of the work and the appropriateness of the
work and results for the Cbmmunity;
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' judge all aspe-cts ol1,E efficiency a1d iqp-act of the work, taking intoaccount the-particular status oi thp JRC (its inolpenJ;;i; ii thecommunity) in comparison with similSr nationit u"ol6r;'

' pro.vide advice. on the ongoing work on the basis of the evaluationsand assessments performeil; '! s'e'vsrrv"r

' elp.ress recomm^endations for the future development of the Institutewith reqard to the overall strategic pbn; ioi olrirop."ni oi L. JRC inthe meilium-term anO iJng-isnn;

This report will be org.anised following the order set out in the Terms ofReference (see An nbx'[t) with the Groui'i ie.orreno-aii oni i;; ;*,i;'j"iiisummarised under "Conclusions,, -

u.

9rying to the st-ructure of JRC funding under the FrameworkProgramme, 
.specific. research programme Tunds could not Ue 

-.a?e
available to the Institute's activiti6's.- Ai a cgnsequence, the lnstituie
has had to.rely on.customer demtno t"iitt;;;;*r;;e tittte monevhas been a | | oc-ated f o r the a euit o p meirt-oi tttJ" obre ;;ii ivT'it" ;fii.However,. some of the functi6ns of an obieruaiJrv are f"r;dassociated with the supJly of informatlol ioi-otf,ei'proiicts-anJ
activities such as Global Change and the co, iizue, ile B'est AvailableTechnology (BAT) falt into thiicategoiy;-

' for th9 ;91e- reasons, work in the technological forecasting area isrelated to custo mer req u i reme nts a nd la rg ety- co m piiii state-of-th e-art extrapolations;

' following demand, a.different role has developed, that of Scientificand Technological.Advisory Unit: the princ,pJt-iujtoriti Ueinq ifrdsecretariat Geheral's Forwird studies'Uni{ iCoF[.ijc rii fl"jirltiujl
DG xl (Envirorrmenr, Nuclear safety and civil- pibtectionl, oc 

-iiii
(Energy) and DG Xil's aeronautical piirglimme;

. 90Yo of the Institute's work is in support of the cornmission.

Conclusions

' The Institute has not met the objectives originally foreseen for it; but,
. it h.r 

-:y?]y:d, ?r] i,mngry9nt 
. 
rote of .Scientific and Technotogical

Advisory Unit which shduld be developed; : -

' the observatory function has lagged behind for reasons linked with
financing, but iould now deveto6;-

' the role of the Institute needs to be further formalised so that its workcanbefu||yintegratedwithpolicyformation
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Efficiencv

The Visiting Group was able to examine the output in reports and other
pubticationl but *bs not allowbd to remove these for detailed perusal for
reasons of confidentiality. Output was also assessed from documentary-
evidence provided by clients and by inrterviewing representatives of
Commission services which use the lnstitute.

. ' At the time of the visit, 40 documents had been produced for the
Commission and 2 for externalthird parties;

e scientific and technical staff totalled 14, including 11 JRC officials (10
university and one technical grade), 2 seconded experts and one

. visiting icientist, together wittr 8 grantholders, of which 3 are post
rdoctorate, 3 are preparing PhDs and 2 are pursuing post graduate

. specialisation;

. the Group was impressed by the commitment and enthusiasm of the
staff.

Conclusions

. Considering the number of staff, funds available and the very positive
reactions fiom the clientele where the science and technology advisory
function is concerned, the output is corrsidered to be most satisfactory;

o unovailability of the output for: expert evafuation, particglarly in.cases
where this represented compilations of existing information in the
public domain, was cohsidered to be a barrier to making the lnstitute' better known and obtaining maxirnum public benefit from the
Institute's results;

qualitv was not evaluated in detail although th.is area of work had
been assessed by ad hoc expert groups chosen for each project.

I

lV. OverallConclusions

The-. main activities of the lnstitute were fulfilling an important
function as a Science and Technology A,dvisory Unit;

. in general, the Institute was.not yet filling its designated role of

. the quality of output could not be assessed from documents shown to
the Visiting Clgqp as they were not made available for more study or
peer review off-site;

r customer reactions, both verbal and written, were appreciative of the
Institute's contribution to their owrr work. The convenience of
working with an in-house team acquainted with Commission culture
and practice.was considered to be a positive factor. For certain clients
such as the Forward Studies Unit, 

-the 
confidentiality assurance of

working with a Commission group was also important, as was the
impartiality of the advice given;
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present core activities concerned scientific and technological aspects of
energy, €nvirohm'ent and transport, and their interactiofis; 

' 1 - -\--

accountability within the JRC parent organisation w6s unclear to theVisiting Groub;

the.Visiting. Group noted that the lnstitute would be transferred to)evilte In the near tuture and expressed concern about retaining
eff ici e nt work i n g rel ati o nsh i ps 

.a nd_ th e necesia fv. d 
"vlio--J 

iy ii nila,with the commiision in Bruisets. Tha-s a i noiisori, uniiir,i,riJue
located in Brussels;

'wo.rk. und.ertaken up to the present was felt to be appropriate for
meFllng the Commission's needs. Work for outside clienis wis iudqedto tall within the Institute's competence, more effort should be 5ppfiedto the devetopment 

. of ttrese-jctiuitiirs ano- u,ilb'i'rig-l-ofiufiliir"
grr.anggqrents with- third parties. There had been Tittle work for
industrial clients so far;

there was a clear distinction between the work carried out bv the
Institute and that undertaken by other Commisiion-UoO-ier inrotJ.j in
the field-such as the Forward siudiei:unit, iAsi;spEAiino torwira
looking t9$-qgJogy units in other: Directorates 6enerii, no*eGi, in
the case of FA,sr some redefinition of the interface should be mbde;'

it was noted that all important studies are submitted to review panels;

in most cases, the value qdde-d !y ltre work lies in integrating, collating
?nd interpreting complex s & T information rath-ei tt 6l,-iuJing
knowledge.

V. Recommendations

. The JRC, in view of its flexibility and in-house competences, appears to
be the most suitable organisatibn to house such an'institute; ,' 

'

o occountability with.in the JRC management as the parent organisation
should be clarified to ensure maxi-mum transparency of opeiaiioni
since the lnstitute is financed mainly from public funls and'much oithe Institrlg! output can be consiaereJ io ialt *itttin 'th;';;'b[;
domain. This would help to create a healthy attitude iniiOi-ine
Institute and a better understanding of the Inititute's purpose anJ
achievements in the outside world; -

. the tasks of the Institute should consist of four basic activities which
provide:

Research a looment ocused an
ano uperatton o an ln

The R & D activity should be focused on a small number of fields
in which the coinmission has poticy interesti. itisettiitd;;;;
likely to. comprise activitiei briiging the interests of moie-irrin
one policy sector, such as transpo-, energy, environment and
rntormatics, where inter-relationships need to be better
understood. The information infraitructure should establish
well'focused data based on available technoloqies and "best
practrces" in well-selected technology fields.
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- Trainino

The Institute should pay particular attention to training activities
which are considered to be very important, both to train analysts
ancj researchers, and to set up "-natural" networks in the futu{e;

- Commercial and Reqional Servicq!

The Institute should also undertiake regional tasks as they arise,
and work under contract for third parties should be developed as
'a substantial and meaningful pant,of the activity;

- Scientific and Technolooical Advice

Science and Technology (S & T) are important fastors to be
considered in many ar-eas of preljsy. A focus for S & T advice
should be provided by a small, but competent, Unit of the' Institute. To be effective, this Unit should be located in Brussels.

. The role of the Unit should be to respond and interact with the
policy formation process and to be a*are of current policy issues
and give advice as appropriate. A real and ongoing need has
been identif ied for this support.

To accomplish this task, the Brussels Unit of the Institute should
. draw on the best expertise avarilable from a wide spectrum of

interests includino the other oarts of the Institute. The Unit
should be closely-and flexibly iinked with "think thanks" in the
Commission.

The Institute's S & T Advisory Llnit should not only respond on
request, but also advise on 5 & '[ matters where this can usefully
inform Cornmission policy makr:rs. A level of about 6 staff in
Brussels is fblt to be appropriate.

it is consid'ered essential tci maintain a clear distinction between the
Institutb's work and the responsibilities of other Commission think
tanksand forward studies groups. Nevertheless,'strong links should be
forged with these units;

in view of its important advisory tasks, the whole Institute must employ
staff of the highest quality. Where pnactical, recruitments rather than
transfers of other JRC staff should prevail when setting up the Institute
in Seville. Some 50%.of the scientific manpower could consist of non-
JRC staff;

to achieve credibility in the scientific world and ensure accountability,
the research findings should,be published wherever possible;

annual progress reports should include a section on the
implerneritatlon of these recommenclations and a further evaluation
by-a Visiting Group should be envisaged during 1997 to monitor
progress. In the meantime, the detailed implementation plans for the
whole Institute should be approved tly the Board of Governors of the
Joint Research Centre.
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Visiting Group to the Joint Research Centrels
Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) - Ispra

Members

Dr. Peter E. de JANOSI, 'Tel. + 4g-22i6-ll s.zzo

*E'*lionar rnstirute ror F",. Il3:7?33-Ttrti'
Applied Systems Analysis (trASA),
A-236f Laxenburg.

a

SirJohn FAIRCI,OUGH (Chairman), 'Tel. +44-7L-280.59.80
Qhqirqrqr, Fax. * 44-7t-283.02.42
Rothschilds Ventures Limi ted,
New Court,
9t- Sylttrjn'1l3_age,
UK-EC4P 4DU London.

Dr. Frieder MFIYFIR-KRAHMIIR, 'Iel. +4g-72t-680.g1.02' Director,' +49-72L-680.91.09
Fraunhofer Institut furSystemtechnik .Fax. * 49-721-68.91.b2
und Innovati onsforschun g,
Breslauerstrasse 48,
D-7500 Karlsruhe 1.

.Secretarv 
'

Mr. samuel J. l.l,oYl), 'rel. +32-2-295.40.48 (oflice)
Avenue Reine Elisabeth 8, +32-2-654.09.44(home)
B-f330 Rirensart ,Fax. +32-2-295.01.46 

'

r -."!*.:-----.--
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Annex ll

Visiting Group for the Evaluation of the Joint Research Centre's
lnstitute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS) - lspra

Scope of Visitinq Groups

The chief scope of Visiting Groups is to perfonm evaluations, taking into account
the objeaives as set out for the 1992-1994 period (in Council documents, relevant
papers for the Board of Governors, JRC Annual Workschedules, budget, etc.), to
provide recommendations on the,proper course to be followed by the Institute
visited in view of the stated objectives, and tcl apply in the evaluations, elements
of the methodology proposed for research returns and effectiveness.

The Visiting Group should:

. perform an evaluation of ali activities of the Institute aqainst its stated
bbjeaives, with particular emphasis on the impact the resilts'of the work
has had on the user of this research, and the degree of collaboration
established with national research laboratories, as well as with industry;

and results for the Community;

judge all aspects of the efficiency ancl impact of the work, taking into
account the panicular status of the JRc (its independence in the community)
in comparison with similar national labonatories;

provide advice on the ongoing .work orn the basis of the evaluations,and
assessments performed ;

express recommendations for the futurer development of the Institute with
regard to the ove^fall strategic plans fror development of the JRC in the
medium-term and long-term.

Terms of Referglce

To evaluatg progress in performing work in accordance with the objectives
set out in Council Resolution 921C118/0-:t and Council Decisions92l2T3lEEC,
92127 tluratom and 92t275/Euratom, documents addressed to the Board of
Governors, the JRC's Annual Workschedules, budget etc., and to review
progress in the implernentation of the recommendations of the last
Evaluation Panel.

To enslrre that the lnstitute has effective mechanisms to set its local scientific
objectives, monitor progress towardt those objectives and evaluate outputs.

1.

2.
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3. To review the various research activities to assess:

a) the scientific quality and productivity of the Institute;

b) whether full advantag,e is being-t-aken of scientific opportunities in thelight of funding and olher conii.raints;

c) the relevance of the work with respect to Community needs, includinothe relevance of work performbd for external tusiorti;;-;h;;
applicable.

To assess the effectiveness of the scientific management leadership withinthe Institute.

To advise on whether the Institute has been making efficient, effective andeconomical use of resources in carrying out- its piolirimmes and
IT,T,?pgrent functions. Resources incllrde- manpoweri r-onei,- ser:vicei
tacrlrttes, data and equipment.

To review the extent and effectiveness of the Institute's external scientificl]lkt_, .including relationships. with reseaich organisationi, ifre hiql-reteducatron sector, lndustry and government dep#tments in tne 
-fUerfiUei

States, as well as outside the European Communiiy. -

To examine the relationship of the lnstitute's work in general, to the missionof the Joint Research centrb and to its toiwlio siiJtegiJJta"rii^!. 
"-

To make recommendations and report to the Board of Governors of theJoint Research Centre.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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